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INTRODUCTION
In his first novel This Side of Paradise,
Fitzgerald plants and cultivates a theory about the
hero's relation to his own character and his society.
This and subsequent novels prove that, in Fitzgerald's
view, society should both inspire the hero and
produce occasions for him to act admirably and help
fully.

Simultaneously, his heroes must reconcile their

need to be needed with their need to be loved.

Insofar

as the hero aims exclusively at being loved, admired,
and pleasing he will be a failure.

Ideally, if the

hero does work creatively and does meet the needs of
others, as opposed to merely pleasing others, his life
and character become relatively safe from his own weak
nesses and from the pitfalls in society.

Whether

Fitzgerald found a tenable way for his twentieth century
men to reconcile their ambitions with their society
is the question this study will answer.
Fitzgerald's are not novels of the ordinary man.
His heroes are always somehow special in talent, charm,
or position; and they always function in some society
among glamorous society people who are less concerned
with earning money than with spending it lavishly.
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In these heroes there is tension between two forces;
the need to be admired and loved; the need to accomplish
and to be necessary.

The tension appears in This Side

of Paradise as that between the personality and the
personage.

As Amory Blaine tried to define himself in

society, he learned that charm, ltick, good looks, social
dexterity, and money create the social status and
happiness of the personality.

On the other hand, the

personage defines himself by his creations and actions;
accomplishments.

Because success and happiness will

depend upon his own will and works, he is independent
of personal attractiveness and society; but because his
works are of social value the personage is needed.
The personage*s values and inspirations are probably
determined by society, but there is a crucial freedom
because his satisfaction is in producing valuable acts,
not in his charming admiration out of others.

The

personage is an artist for, like Keat’s urn and Shake
speare's sonnets, his work exists irrespective of any
later failure in himself or society.
Amory Blaine does not begin to develop as a
personage until This Side of Paradise is half finished.
And when the book is finished, his development as a
personage is still incomplete.

Personage is an ideal
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toward which Fitzgerald directed the development of
his characters.

Although the hero is born with qualities

that can develop to earn him the title, he is never
born already meeting the standards.

For, by definition,

the hero becomes, a personage only after ho has accomplish“
ed admirable, useful work.

How well the hero comes

to meet and then continues to meet this definition
determines Fitzgerald's final evaluation of him.

The

two possible roles are explicitly named only in This
Side of Paradise.

However, the concept is present

throughout and is a key for understanding Fitzgerald's
disillusion with society as well as his admiring pity
for his heroes.
The theory of the personality and the personage
is important for The Beautiful and Damned because the
novel initially assumes that in the world known to
Anthony Patch no work is worth accomplishing, no book
is worvh writing.

It is no satisfaction to be needed

by the present society.

Anthony has the potential for

becoming personality or personage, but the seeds for
both suffocate.

Personality is choked by the weeds of

poverty, alcoholism, and fate; personage never takes
root because society is too arid to foster fruitful
labor.

As the story develops, the seeds for accomplish

ment are dispersed among various minor characters who
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blossom only in stunted or hybrid fashions.
Because Anthony is convinced no work is worth
doing, he accomplishes no work and is unnecessary to
anyone, even his wife.

Maury Noble agrees with Anthony

but works for the status of money; Dick Caramel be
lieves some good can be done, but his work proves to
Anthony how tawdry are the works society inspires.
Only Bloeckman works well and seriously; but, being an
outsider and lacking all the pleasing and cultivated
elements of personage, he cannot be Fitzgerald's creative
hero.
In The Great Gatsby. Fitzgerald tries another
approach for testing the hero's chances of
as personage.

developing

In Gatsby, he creates the man with nearly

all elements of personality (he lacks only a kind of
cultivation) and also the personage's desire to create
and to be needed.

But Gatsby cannot become the per

sonage because society offers no duties and no inspirations
acceptable to the critical observer.

Thus, as Gatsby's

dreams become realities they are corrupted and mis
directed.

When he dies all but one of his "possessions"

die3 with him.

Gatsby filled the role of personage only

insofar as his dreams and personality remind Nick Carraway
that men can be great if they dream of creating objects
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commensurate with their dreams.
The novel that tests the possibility that a
personas© might develop and survive is Tender is the
Night.

The two immediately preceding novels found the

society wanting; in Tender is the Night Fitzgerald lets
the hero create, or at least choose, his own society*
More crucial for exploring the theory is the character
of Dick Diver.

Again Fitzgerald has created a man of

unusual charm end ambition, but now the man distrusts
from the outset of his career the sufficiency of a
pleasing personality.

Dick Diver is the first hero in

a Fitzgerald novel to both work and to regard his work
as a respected, needed activity.

For example, he must

quickly and carefully write his first book because he
knows that the ideas for it must become independent of
him before his own intensity and insight (functions of
health and luck) fade.

Tender is the Night, then,

introduces the man capable of balancing Fitzgerald's
typical personality with Fitzgerald's admiration for
the productive personage.
Dick's test begins when he marries Nicole because
he no longer works in a purely professional situation.
Books One and Three trace the decline of Dick Diver.
The cause and the course of the downfall can be explained
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in terms of the personage giving too generously of
himself.

Then, as Fitzgerald is also a novelist of

manners, the kind of society also influences the
progress of Dick's deterioration.

Abe North, Tommy

Barban, and the minor characters highlight aspects of
Dick's mental tension or emotional decline.

In

Tender

is the Night. Fitzgerald was more actively searching
for a character who could exist glamorously in society
and also meet his respect for work.
It is a commonplace in discussing Fitzgerald's
work to interchange criticism of Fitzgerald the novelist
with criticism of Fitzgerald the man.
self fostered this. 1

Fitzgerald him

However, it is not the similarity

of real and fictional events and persons, though this
often occurs, that justifies such a dangerous critical
method.

The method is helpful because Fitzgerald

consciously formed each novel out of theories and con
flicts he had personally experienced.
Theories Fitzgerald held about himself became the
theories for structuring the career of each novel's hero.
Both Edmund Wilson and Arthur Mlzener attempt to explain

^•Fitzgerald, The Crack-Ut>. ed. Edmund Wilson
(New York: New Directions“ 1945), p. 86-87, 176, 271.
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this creative process.

Wilson believes this is the

only v/ay an imaginative man of conflicts, tensions,
and double visions can function and communicate. 2
Mizener believes Fitzgerald was Incapable of explaining
in abstract terms his perception of human experience;
rather, he had to reproduce the perception in the "action"
of a novel.

Fitzgerald was not totally incapable of

theorizing about the human character in conflict; yet,
even when he stated the theories he usually did not
rationally discuss them . ^
Early in life, he adopted from a teacher, Signourney
Fay, the theory that imaginative or special people were
either personalities or personages.

He briefly char

acterized each type in a 1918 letter: "Personality may
vanish at a sickness; a personage is hurt more by worldly
s e t b a c k . I n the same letter, Fitzgerald called him
self a personage. 6

Typically, he has stated an idea

p

The Triple Thinkers, revised edition (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, & Co., 1948), p. 178.
3
•'Arthur Mizener, The Sense of L ife in the Modern
Novel, revised edition Tloston: Houghton Mifflin “Co..
195?), PP. 185-190.
^Henry Dan Piper, F. Scott Fitzgerald: A Critical
Portrait (New York: Holt, Rinehart, à Winston, ïçlTf),
p. 25.
5
Letter to Sally Pope Taylor, June 19, 1918, The
Letters of F. Scott Fitzgerald, ed. Andrew Turnbull
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 9 6 3 ), p. 453.

6 Ibid.
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but omitted discussion.

He did not elaborate on this

theory until he had a story to tell.
A story requires some context and conflicts.
Throughout his work Fitzgerald defined the character
of his personage-heroes through only a few tensions:
the need to act heroically in an unheroic age;^ and the
need to dominate, succeed, and conform. 8

Eventually,

the study of the personages in the novels will show that
the first conflict resolves into the need to be needed,
while the second resolves into the need for a special
kind of hardness.

In regard to context, the Fitzgerald

hero always acts in a glamorous, stylish, and rich world.
The definition of his soul is never -without
reierence to his time, place, and contemporaries; for,
again, "the personage is hurt by a worldly setback. "

Just

as Fitzgerald used his own character for his heroes, he
also used his own society and his own experiences for
the context and the conflicts in his stories.

This study,

then, cannot Ignore the author's biography, but it will
use these facts only to substantiate and clarify what
Is already present in the fiction.

7

John Kuehl3 Introduction to "Reade, Substitute
Right Half, 1 The Apprentice Fiction of F. Scott Fitzgerald
(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press7^i|5fy7“| 7 30.
8Piper, Critical Portrait, pp. 5-1 2 .

CHAPTER ONE
AMORY BLAINE DISCOVERS THE PERSONAGE
The development of a personage is explicitly the
subject of Fitzgerald's first novel.

Though it was

published in 1920 as This Side of Paradise, he had
suggested that it be called The Education of a Personage. 1
Like the first work of many authors, it follows the hero
from childhood through school and adolescence to some
kind of maturity.

This Side of Paradise is Amory Blaine's

Journey to find his relation to the world end to his own
characteristics.

Mizener describes this as the struggle

to feel "at home. " 2

After such a struggle, one asks if

the hero is at ease with himself and in his society.
Amory Blaine does accept what it means to be a personage
and thus is at home with himself.
explains, Amory, like Stephen

But, as Sergio Perosa

Dedalus in Joyce's A

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, never comes to
rest in the world; both books conclude with an odyssey
"away from the domestic background, not a return or a

^Letter to Maxwell Perkins, July 26, 1919, Letters.
p. 137.
2The Sense of L ife, pp. 177-178.
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safe landing, but the breaking of ties,

[Their} education

ended by destroying all the idols of the past and by
accepting the disquieting emptiness of the moment.
The fundamental Amory is intelligent, imaginative,
selfish, and ambitious.

He wants social status and

craves the emotions beauty and power bring him.

The boy’s

mother and his schools foster the laziness, cynicism, and
snobbery to which he is also fundamentally prone.
Fitzgerald calls Amory’s early portrait "The Romantic
Egoist" and views him with gentle, humorous scorn.
Such lines as "Amory wondered how people could fail
to notice that he was a boy marked for glory"2’' establish
Amory’s early ambition.

But a young show-off must have

an audience, so he went out for school athletics "as soon
as he discovered that it was the touchstone of power and
popularity at school" (TSP, p. 9).^*
5

^The Art of F, Scott Fitzgerald, trans. Charles Metz
and the author (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
1965), PP. 24-25.
^Thls Side of Paradise (New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 192077 P* 19# ’"All “further references to this novel
will be from this edition and will hereafter be cited in
the text as TSP.
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In "Reade, Substitute Right Half," 1910, Fitzgerald’s
hero is already scrambling for fame, Apprentice Fiction,
p. 30. At the same time he learned that failure in one"area
can be counteracted by success in another, a foreshadowing
of Monsignor Darcy’s rule that the personage must do the
"next thing."
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V/hen he took stock of himself before going East, Amory
knew that he desired "to influence people in almost
every way, even for evil" (TSP p. 20) . Yiomen became
audiences for Amory to charm and then to possess as
badges of his success*»»he always had to get the "top
girl."

They were also symbols of beauty.

Money was

the key to beautiful, lazy, country club life.

One of

the most notable features of this latent Maehiavelli
(TSP, 49) was his refusal to work for or at anything
other than social success.

He thought it was

"temperamentally impossible" for him to work scholastically
(TSP, 30).

His hero at prep school was the "slicker" —

the type Fitzgerald and Amory would later term the
personality--whose natural energy, taste, luck, and
imagination would gain him the status Amory himself
wanted (TSP, pp. 37-39).
The seeds for the novel’s conflict and the hero’s
eventual self-knowledge are already sown:

Amory wants

to feel at home by satisfying his imagination and his
ambition with social glitter.

Relying on good looks,

intelligence, and luck, he awaits socially approved
success.

Amory already conformed to the manners of

the country club and the night club set:
He was planning his life. He was going to live
in New York, and be known at every restaurant
and cafe", wearing a dress suit from early
evening to early morning, sleeping away the
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dull hours of the forenoon (TSP, p. 34).
Fitzgerald's next two heroes, Anthony Patch In
The Beautiful and Damned and Jay Gatsby In The Great
Gatsby. have similar ambitions.

Both are destroyed.

However, between the apprenticeship of prep school
and the intended profession of dandy, Amory must practice
as a Journeyman— his callow imagination expected this
to be the happiest, most successful period of life—
by going to college.

Amory chose Princeton, the

"pleasantest country club in America" (TSP, p. 4o), be
cause its men were "lazy end good-looking and aristo
cratic" (TSP, p, 27).

Entering Princeton, the young

egoist made four revealing statements:
[Amoryj decided
(TSP, p. 4?).

to be one of the gods of the class

Oh, it isn't that I mind the glittering caste
system. . . . 1 like having a bunch of hot cats on
top, but gosh, Keri’y, I've got to be one of them
(TSP, p. 50).
I hate to get anywhere by working for it.
show marks (TSP, p. 50).

I'll

I can't just drift— I want to be interested.
I want to pull strings, even for somebody else, or
be Princetonlan chairman or Triangle president.
I want to be admired (TSP, p. 52).
The fundamental Amory, who had early dreamed of
literary greatness and physical heroism, had become this
ambitious snob.

After two years, Amory was "'in'" at

Princeton (TSP, p. 7 8 ); In an "orgy of sociability"
(TSP, p. 79), he was drifting and dreaming and enjoying
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friendships and, as the narrator rather scathingly
points out, Amory was at "the high point of vanity, the
crest of young egotism" (TSP, p. 99).
It Is evident, to say the least, that Fitzgerald's
hero is now everything Fitzgerald's chapter headings
call him:

egoist, narcissus.

But the hero has com

pleted barely one third of his Journey through the novel.
In Richard Lehan’s terms, his "overactive imagination"
has led this man who senses that he is something
special^ to the "crest" or height of pride.

Of course,

to use the cliche Fitzgerald is obviously illustrating,
the fall will soon come.
It comes in the next pages, Amory loses the "top
girl"

begins to lose his prestige in the best club,

and academic failures bar him from student leadership.
When his pride and intellect made the snobbish, willful
girl nervous, he lost her (TSP, p. 102).

He lost

prestige because he began to follow his individual talents
and interests rather than the socially lucrative ones;
and he lost eligibility for class offices because he
refused to work at anything but extra-curricular pro
jects.

What Fitzgerald has done is let Amory make all

^F. Scott Fitzgerald and the Craft of Fiction
(Carbondale; Southern Illinois University Press, 1966),
pp. 2 4 ,

39.
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the ixsual mistakes of the young man growing up then
let circumstances and his natural character begin to
assert themselves.
this type of novel.

Thus, the fall too is usual in
The problem is to discover what

paths and goals Fitzgerald created to lead Amory away
from social conformity into being a personage.

In more

scholarly terms, how did Fitzgerald make Amory "be
wanted and admired" while neither limiting his actual
7
potentials nor having him conform to a social order that
was obviously shallow and dangerous?®
Fitzgerald gave Amory a father-like companion in
the character of Monsignor Darcy. Externally a sophisti
cs
cated dandy and esthete, Monsignor was admired even
in the days when
the best of Amory1s intellect was concentrated
on matters of popularity, the intricacies of a
university social system and American Society
as represented by Biltmore Teas ana Hot Springs
golf links
(TSP, p. 29).

Leslie Fiedler, "Some Notes on F. Scott Fitzgerald,"
in F. Scott Fitzgerald, a Collection of Critical Essays,
ed. Arthur Mizener (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: ' Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1963), p. 75. Hereafter this book will be referred
to as Collection.
^Robert Sklar, F. Scott Fitzgerald , The Last Laocoon
(New York, Oxford University Press,.1965)7 ppT 28-29.
^Lehan, Craft of Fiction, p. 21. Darcy is a
fictionalized version of Slgnourney Fay.
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Monsignor, who had more valuable qualities than the ones
Amory first admired (TSP, pp. 26-29), tried to quietly
prepare Amory for the collapse of his young ambitions.
When the reverses came, Monsignor told Amory he could
never be at ease chasing success with charm, Imagination,
luck, and good lucks, for these were the weapons natural
to a personality; when flourished by a personage, they
were corrupted and the personage demeaned himself. It
was also crucial, Monslgnor explained, for the ambitious
young man to understand that the personality's home in
the world was secured by the dynamics of his personal,
physical vitality; if that were lost, the personality
was without resources to build anew, and the world would
bear no trace of his ever having lived there.

In light

of Amory*s earlier evaluation of himself, perhaps the
theory's key point was its corollary:

the personality

has power because, needing the adulation of others, he
dominated them, whereas the personage was satisfied
when his accomplishments or strengths supported others.
In short, the personage must find how to become needed.
Of course, as Dick Diver and Anthony Patch would later
learn, the ability to function efficiently vies with
the capacity for warm or socially advantageous friendships.
Amory himself had already known that he was not a
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"regular fellovr" (TSP, p. 52), however he had not
realized he could never become one.

Thus when Monsignor

first described the theory, Amory responded, "That's a
good line— what do you mean?"

Monslgnor continued:

"A personality is what you thought you were,
what this Kerry and Sloane you tell me of evi
dently are. Personality is a physical matter
almost entirely; it lowers the people it acts
on— I've seen it vanish in a long sickness.
But while a personality is active, it overrides
'the next thing.' Now a personage, on the
other hand, gathers. He is never thought of
apart from what he *s done. He's a bar on which
a thousand things have been hung— glittering
things sometimes, as ours are, but he uses those
things with a cold mentality back of them."
"And several of my glittering possessions
had fallen off when I needed them." Amory
continued to smile eagerly.
"Yes, that's it; when you feel that your
garnered prestige and talent3 and all that are
hung out, you need never bother about anybody;
you can cope with them without difficulty."
"But, on the other hand, if I haven't my
possessions, I'm helplessl"
"Absolutely. • • . Now you've a clean start—
a start Kerry or Sloane can constitutionally
never have. You brushed three or four ornaments
down, and, in a fit of pique, knocked off the
rest of them. The thing now is to collect some
new ones, and the farther you look ahead in the
collecting the better."
(TSP, pp. 113-114).
Kerry and Sloane were "in" at college because they were
personally attractive and easily and naturally formed
friendships.

Amory's "in" had come by writing plays,

publishing in the school papers, and choosing his
companions wisely.

Except for this brief example,
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Monsignor still has only an abstract theory.
talking from an armchair In his cozy study.

He is
His audience,

both Amory and the reader, need living examples of
personality and of personage.
For personage, Amory knew, besides Monsignor him
self, the example of Burne Holiday; and for personality,
Monsignor pointed out Dick Humbird and Clara.

It must

be remembered, though, that the world is not divided
between personality and personage.

Only the special

and somehow aristocratic people could be either.

All

others are simply people or, worse, are dismissed as
middle class or Pharisee.

The personality can mislead

the naive man into believing he is the complete and
unique way to happiness.
Amory.

Dick Humbird proved this to

From his first days at Princeton, Amory1s idea

was "the magnificent, exquisite Humbird" (TSP, p . 5 6 );
he was physically handsome, socially adept, a suave
leader in student escapades and bohemianism; he could
associate with anyone without losing status, though he
could not be "cultivated"; finally, people conformed
to him (TSP, pp. 85-86).

of rich aristocracy.

Amory idolized this example

Later he discovered with a
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•'sinking sensation" that Humbird was the son of a newly
affluent grocery clerk (TSP, p. 86).10 Then all of
Humbird*s success died with him in a drunken, automo
bile accident.

The vision of Humbird's dead body

haxmted M o r y as a symbol of his dangerously misguided
ideals (TSP, pp. 126, 279).

Only at the very end of

the novel, when M o r y not only knows but also accepts
that he is a personage, can he bury Humbird's ghost.
Fitzgerald, Monsignor, and M o r y obviously pre
ferred the personage;

yet a fine personality was ad

mirable and, like a photographic negative, could show
the personage what he himself could not be.

Oddly

enough, the mo3t favorable example of the personality
was a woman, Mory's distant cousin Clara.

The samt-

letter in which Fitzgerald called himself a personage
11
named Clara's living counterpart a personality.
When M o r y was particularly bitter about his reversals,

^Fitzgerald used the same kind of mis^ J en
formula, but for more humorous effects, in The Trail o
the Duke" when the hero mistakes a rough ex-convict for
a European noble. The final irony comes when he dis
covers that the duke he is trailing is really
o*
Fiction, p. 58.
“ ■Letters, p. 456. Clara is based on Fitzgerald's
cousin Ceci, Mrs. Richard Taylor.
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Monsignor suggested that he visit Clara (TSP, p. 150),
a beautiful widow with two children, little money,
and a host of friends.

She had strength, humor, and

common sense, but
deepest of all in her personality was the golden
radiance that she diffused around her. As an
open fire in a dark room throws romance and
patho3 into the quiet faces at its edge, so she
cast lights and shadows around the rooms that
held her, until she made of her prosy old uncle
a man of quaint and meditative charm, meta
morphosed (sic! the stray telegraph boy into a
Puck-like creature of delightful originality. . .
AmoryUfelt as if a polite but Insistent stagemanager Viera attempting to make him give a new
interpretation of a part he had conned for years
(TSP, pp. 151-152).
Here, again, is the charming Imagination of the per
sonality making things seem different than they are;
but Clara’s domination inspired and improved others
rather than demeaned them.

They wez© diminished only

because they depended on her to initiate a wonderful
change.

As the famous parties in Tender is the Night

prove, Dick Diver had the same power.

Clara was the

only person besides Monsignor whose advice Amory
would take, for she too understood him to be a man
of strong imagination rather than weak will (TSP, pp.
155-156).

Clara was most remarkable, however, because

her power and Insight, like Monsignor’s existed in a
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good, person;
She v;as • • • one of the few good people who ever
interested him. She made her goodness such an
asset. Aaory had decided that most good people
either dragged theirs after them as a liability,
or else distorted it to artificial geniality,
and of course there were the ever-present prig
and Pharisee— (but Amory never Included them
as among the saved}
(TSP, p. 151).
Of course, Clara's influence, like Dick's at the parties,
was a product of her Immediate vitality and this seldom
outlasted her physical presence.

The personage's

influence would have continued because he would have
created a new thing, strong and relatively independent
of himself.
Monsignor, who had discovered in Kerry Holiday an
example of personality, dubbed as personage Kerry's
brother Burne.

The Monsignor based both judgments pri

marily on Amory*s descriptions and reactions, rather
than on his own personal knowledge.

This is significant

because the shift, in Amory's attention, from Kerry to
his brother (though his acquaintance with both began on
the same day) reflects on one level Amory's progress from
frustrated pretentions to personality to initial experi
ments with personage.

After the skirmishes with society

and the examples of personality, Amory was experienced
enough to appreciate Burne.

In fact, when Amory explores

Burne, he is called "Narcissus Off Duty" (TSP, Book One,
Chapter Four).
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Amory first noticed Burne when the latter lead a
protest against snobbery and injustice in Princeton's
12
system of social clubs.A

He had been studying the

system while Amory, the social gambler, had played its
game.

Now Amory "envied the sanity that enabled this

man to stand out against all traditions" (TSP, p. 134).
After their initial encounter, Amory found that Burne
was educated "deep" in many areas (TSP, p. 134), that he
was constantly a growing, developing person (TSP, pp.
144-145), that his will directed his imagination not
vice versa (TSP, p. 142), and that he could, without
being "excessively holy," sacrifice the very things that
made him outstanding when the cause was worthy— and Burne
could find worthy causes (TSP, pp. 144, 161-163).

Thus

Burne, unlike Amory, had paths to direct his energies
(TSP, p. 136).

Later Dick Diver too will sacrifice him

self and his qualities to a cause, but Fitzgerald found
no cause both worthy and large enough to provide action
for an entire book.

Dick is on the stage for hundreds

of pages, but his cause is corrupted; Burne is prominent
for only thirty-three pages.1
2

12

Burne and Fitzgerald's admiration for him are
based on Henry Strater, a Princeton classmate who actually
did many of the things Fitzgerald ascribes to Burne.
Mizener, The Far Side of Paradise, revised edition (New
York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 196*57, pp. 61-63, 108.
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Spicing but not over-powering Burne's hard qualities
were others.

Burne could function and sacrifice while

admitting his judgment could be fallible. 15

He went

into every project honestly (TSP, p. 163).

When Burne

engineered an escapade, it was, unlike Humbird's, both
fun and just (TSP, pp. 136-137; contrast with Humbird's
Atlantic City trip, pp, 80-88).

And, important to Amory

and to all Fitzgerald’s heroes, was the charisma that
made most people like Burne, "the people who violently
disapprove of Burne's radicalism are distinctly the
Pharisee class" (TSP, p . 145).lZ'
Burne was s, man who gave an immediate impression
of bigness and security— stubborn, that was evi
dent, but his stubbornness wore no stolidity,
and when he had talked for five minutes, Amory
knew that this keen enthusiasm had in it no
quality of dlletantism.
The intense power Amory felt late in Burne
Holiday differed from the admiration he had had
for Humbird. This time it began as purely a
mental Interest. With other men whom he had
thought as primarily first-class, he had been
attracted first by their personalities, and in
Burne he missed that immediate magnetism to

13
Burne illustrates another of Fitzgerald's theories:
the test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to
hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and
still retain the ability to function." The Crack-Uu.
p. 69.

-- ------------- ------ ■'

* i.

Fitzgerald uses the same kind of Pharisee people to
disapprove of two later heroes: Adam Patch’s reaction to
Anthony in The Beautiful and Damned and Tom Buchanan’s
dislike for Jay Gatsby. In Tender is the Night . Baby
Warren's Irritation with Dick Diver*ha3 similar roots.
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which he usually swore allegiance. But that
night Amory was struck by Burne's intense
earnestness, a quality he was accustomed to
associate only with the dread stupidity, and
by the great enthusiasm that struck dead chords
in his heart. Burne stood vaguely for a land
Amory hoped he was drifting toward--and it
was almost time that land was in sight
(T3P, pp. 133-134).
Finally, Amory had not only a theory but an inspiration
to arouse him from cynicism to the effort of becoming
a personage.

The novel itself suggests that Burne was

to Amory as Stephen was to Paul, a brief career that
eventually prompted another to longer, more tempestuous
and more significant Journeys (TSP, p. 162).
When Burne's pacifist opposition to World Yfar Cne
earned him social and official disgrace, he quietly left
Princeton while Amory still floundered in the popular
mainstream.
If any more proof is needed to establish Burne's
role as exemplar, Fitzgerald's artistry provides it.
A standard technique in a story such as This Side of
Paradise, whose hero is an imaginative person prone to
extremes, is to introduce a foil character.

In Hamlet

Shakespeare does this with Fortlnbras; in Moby Dick
Melville inserts Bulkington.

Burne is Amory*s foil;

he possessed the positive qualities of the hero without
his attending weaknesses.

He appears, illustrates

Fitzgerald's ideal, and disappears.

His appearance and
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disappearance is so handled that Burne remains only a
foil, never a new hero.

Even the organization of this

novel reinforces Burne1s role.

He becomes the new idol

at the end of Book One, "The Romantic Egoist."

tilth

Amory’s return from the war, Book Two, "The Education
of a Personage," begins.
Thus by the end of Book One, Fitzgerald’s first
personage had Initially followed the wrong patterns;
then, in B u m e Holiday, saw how a person, could be
intelligent, charming, and even sociable, yet remain
relatively independent of any one system.

The foundations

for Burne*s attractiveness and of his Independence were
the accomplishments that inspired or helped others and
the hardness that anchored his more popular qualities:
That had been Burne, dynamically humorous,
fundamentally serious. From that root had
blossomed the energy that he was now trying
to orient with progress.
(TSP, p. 1 3 9 ).

CHAPTER TOO
AMQRY BLAINE TESTS THE THEORY
Chapter One defined and illustrated, by positive and
negative examples, the personage.

Chapter Two will

show that in Fitzgerald's first novel the hero began to
become a personage.

Much of what happens to the per

sonages in later Fitzgerald novels is foreshadowed here.
Charles Shain mentions the "keen sense of his
contemporaries" by which Amory found people to imitate.^
However, in "The Education of a Personage," Aaory
imitates but does not become an imitation of either
Monslgnor Darcy or Burne Holiday.

Rather, being "his

own best example" (T3P, p, 235), he admired them, then
developed his own acts and opinions.

This Is particular

ly important, for Monsignor defined as personage ozily
those who earned their stature in the world by producing
effects and/or objects that, once completed, could stand
independently of their creators.

When A'mory was

Independent of past models and could produce independent
works he recognized himself as a personage.

This same

Seven Modern Amerlcan Novelista; An Introductlon,
ed. William Van 0 1Connor (Minneapolisi University of
Minnesota Press, 1964), pp. 95-96.
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criterion of producing independent objects will be a key
to understanding Fitzgerald's evaluations of Gatsby and
Dick Diver,
The acts or works which a personage would produce
will arise from the kind of opinions and ambitions he has.
In contrast to the dilettantism, snobbery, and cynicism
attributed to the Amory of Book One, the Amory of Book
Two will develop two principles to guide his ambitions;
first, beauty can be linked with a mask for weakness and
evil (TSP, p, 302); second, it is better to base self«»
esteem in impersonally motivated but personally respected
sacrifices than in acts designed to earn love and rewards
(TSP, pp, 265, 271),

Glenway Wescott noted that one of

the greatest things Fitzgerald ever learned was that the
respect an artist (to Fitzgerald, any person who creates
valuable things) has for himself is Inseparable from his
respect for his works; this is more important than
earning the friendship and respect of people for oneself.
When Amory accepted the above as his two principles
for becoming valuable he had a positive method for
living well.

However, the personage never functions

Just In the Interior world of his own self-respect.

The

2"The Moral of F. Scott Fitzgerald," In Crack-Ut>.
p. 325.

2
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very nature of sacrifice and of being needed and of
being Independent requires that the personage's defi
nition of himself be in the context of his society.
In regard to Fitzgerald's opinion about society and
the nature of the personage's relation to it, This Side
of Paradise will end ambivalently.

Amory will reject

his old cynicism about human relationships; but as the
novel ends, he is searching for but has yet to find a
god or a system or a hero in society to direct his
acts.

This tension in the first novel Indicates what

to seek In The Beautiful and Damned and The Great Gatsbv
when studying the personage in Fitzgerald's development.
The conflict and the events that give substance
to Amory's development in Book Two begin with his
famous romance with Rosalind Connage— the epitome of
feminine beauty and style for the 1920's.

Amory, still

wanting to believe in youth and love and still charmed
by social glitter, committed himself to these things in
Rosalind.

When she realized that his finances were

totally inadequate to support the freedom and leisure
which fed her beauty, she refused to marry him.
went on a three week drunk.

Amory

After this violent reaction,

he was finally In the emotional state to finish growing
up as a personage.
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This Is first shown through Amory's literary and
political discussions with Tom D'Invilliers,

Though

their intellectual content is notoriously erroneous and
shallow,

the discussions are important for showing the

change occurring in Amory.

He now speculates on the

here and now of America and of life as it must be lived
rather than about life as a playground for social
gymnastics.

But even more important for the education

of a personage than the subject of these discussions is
one of Amory's resolutions:
"I have sworn not to put pen to paper until my
ideas either clarify or depart entirely; I have
quite enough sins on my soul without putting
dangerous, shallow epigrams into people's heads.
I might cause a poor, inoffensive capitalist to
have a vulgar liaison with a bomb, or get some
innocent little Bolshevik tangled up with a
machine-gun bullet— " (TSP, 2j51).
With this, Amory reveals the personage's understanding
that stature depends upon the lasting quality and
eventual results of his acts and creations.

Also, this

resolution is designed tc contrast with Tom's new
cynical wit.

^Thls is mentioned in most discussions of the book,
but an early and famous example is Edmund Wilson, "The
Literary Spotlight— VI: F. Scott Fitzgerald," The
Bookman. LV (March, 1922), 20-25. Later this chapter
will discuss why it is significant for the history of
Fitzgerald's novels that the intellectual grasp of
society is shallow and indefinite in This Side of Paradise.
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Structurally and thematically, the discussions are
important for illustrating Amory's growing distrust of
beauty and emotion.

They came after his disastrous

affair with Rosalind and before the affair with Eleanor's
mad beauty which is also followed by a period of contem
plation.

The progression of experience, reflection,

experience, reflection hints at Monsignor's dictum that
the personage must always do the next thing.

In this

case, the next thing after both Rosalind and Eleanor
was to realize that beauty could not exist on its own
and should not exist for its own sake.^+
After Eleanor, the specific "next thing" for Amory
was to realize beauty could be the mask for evil and
weakness (TSP, pp. 238, 302).

Thus beauty, which is too

often used to inspire frivolous devotion and to dominate
others, is the particular occasion for this Fitzgerald
hero to learn that the need to be admired and to be
loved is inferior to the need to be needed.

Likewise,

the narrator of The Great G-atsby will learn that the
need for tangible success is inferior to the stature

Richard Lehan's Craft of Fiction discusses
Fitzgerald's kinship to the artistic movements of the
nineteenth century, especially the late Romantics, the
decadent.
poets, and the idea of fatal beauty in the
tradition of la belle dame sans m ercl. The affair with
Rosalind also substantiates Monsignor's warning that the
personage must "beware of losing (himselff in the personality
of another being; man or woman" (TSP, p. 220). This
warning is prophetic for Fitzgerald's later heroes.
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earned as an inspiration to others.

Furthermore, these

insights strengthened Amory for the act of Impersonal
sacrifice, Amory*8 heroic deed in an unheroic age.
The second and more significant insight that
marked Amory* s maturity came when he took the guilt for
Alec Connage's tawdry hotel room affair with a girl.
This occasion showed Amory being a personage.

He acted

efficiently and kindly but without either pity for him-”
self or emotional commitment to any of the people in
volved.

This recalls Monsignor's forecast of "cold

mentality" in a personage’s acts (TSP, p . 114).

Amory

knew the publicity would ruin his social status (TSP,
pp. 251-253), he knew Alec could never bear again to be
his friend.

In other words, this is truly a sacrifice

and for tv/o reasons it is particularly Amory’s.

It tests

his liberation from his childhood ambitions and naivete;
and the motivation for it and the emotions with it
suited Amory*s character.
In describing the motivation and emotions, he uses
the words "supercilious" (TSP, p. 266) and "selfish"
(TSP, p. 301).

Supercilious implies a cool haughtiness

in Amory’s justified pride in the sacrifice;

This, in

turn, springs from knowing he acted not to be admired,
not to be loved, and not even because love for anyone
forced him to sacrifice.

Amory acted when he saw that
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a specific act was needed to help Alec and that he was
needed to do that act.

Finally, Amory had earned the

honor of being a personage.

In this way his sacrifice

is selfish.
When the shock and disillusion (about the quality
of much of life) had cleared from Amory's sacrifice and
when his emotions had been revitalized by the inspiration
of Monsignor's life and death, Amory could, in the
chapter called "The Egoist Becomes a Personage," describe
what he had finally achieved and was ready to carry on
into the labyrinth life would be:
He found something that ho wanted, had always
wanted and always would want— not to be admired,
as he had feared; not to be loved, as he had
made himself believe; but to be necessary to
people, to be indispensable; he remembered the
sense of security he had found in Burne.
Life opened up in one of its amazing bursts
of radiance and Amory suddenly and permanently
rejected an old epigram that had been playing
listlessly in his mind: "Very few things matter
and nothing matters very much."
On the contrary, Amory felt an immense desire
to give people a sense of security.
"There is no virtue of unselfishness that I
cannot use. I can make a sacrifice, be charitable,
give to a friend, endure for a friend, lay down
my life for a friend— all because these things may
be the best possible expression of myself; yet I
have not one droo of the milk of human kindness."
(TSP, pp. 266, 280).
It is extremely significant that Amory accepted
these feelings as natural to his character (TSP, p. 2?6).
Later, Nick Carraway would have to accept the tawdry
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as well as the great qualities In Gatsbjr, and Dick Diver
would have to live with his dangerous ability to create
and control worlds.

Lionel Trilling says that, while

modern society would like us to find stature through
“cooperation, subordination, and an expressed piety of
social usefulness,“ Fitzgerald's young men bind their
generosity with their will and express it in a “largo,
strict, personal demand upon life"; in this way"Fitzgerald was perhaps the last notable writer to affirm
the Romantic fantasy, descended from the Renaissance,
of personal ambition and heroism, of life committed to,
or thrown away for, some ideal of self.“'’
Such ambition and willfulness, though glorious,
could descend into Byronic nihilism toward self and
society.

However, Fitzgerald and his heroes are neither

stupid about or insensible to the risks inherent to
their ambitions.

While helping Alec, Amory realized:

the great impersonality of sacrifice— he perceived
that what we call love and hate, reward and
punishment, had no more to do with it than the
date of the month . . . . Now he realized the
truth; that sacrifice was no purchase of freedom.
It was like a great elective office, it was like
an inheritance of power--to certain people at

5

The Liberal Imagination. Anchor Books (Garden
City, N.J.: Doubleday and Go., Inc., 1950), p. 242.
Sklar's, The Last Laocoonf discusses how this factor
in Fitzgerald rs works is related to the genteel tradition.
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certain times an essential luxury, carrying with
it not a guarantee but a responsibility, not a
security but an infinite risk«, Its very momentum
might drag him down to ruin— the passing of the
emotional wave that made it possible might leave
the one who made it high and dry forever on an
island of despair.
(TSP, pp. 266-267).
Such responsibility, risk, and slacking of emotion is
going to accompany or follow greatness throughout
Fitzgerald’s novels.
In the attempt to survive these, Fitzgerald has
Amory and others admire, but not always achieve, hardness—
a strength and sincerity by which the personage remains
independent of the weaknesses in the characters and
causes he supports.

In being involved with others, in

being needed by them he does not drown in their goals
or make their needs his needs.
sap his own strength.

Nor do his own weaknesses

This hardness is the quality

whereby Burne could function even while seeing where the
pacifist cause was unsound (TSP, pp. 161-163).

It is

also how Monsignor could make others feel safe (TSP, p.
286) at the same time he still explored and anguished
over the Insecurities in his own faith (TSP, p. 284).
Thus hardness is associated with people who are selfdisciplined— something which,even at the end,Amory dreads
(TSP, pp. 280-281 )-r-and attractive.
Fitzgerald's 1920 story "Benediction" explicitly
explores how to unite these qualities:

vibrant, energetic
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“sweetness is a sort of hardness--and strength.“^

Mainly,

this r e f e r s to a Jesuit Fitzgerald obviously admired for
n

being “tough-minded"' and for having sacrificed status
and snobbery for discipline and usefulness.

Later the

Jesuit himself voices Fitzgerald's concept of the hardness which underlies arrogant sacrifice:
I don't think that to help others you've got to
show yourself at all. Real help comes from a
stronger person whom you respect. And their
sympathy is all the bigger for being impersonal;
(Jesuits discipline themselves to* get all that
self-pity and pride in our own wills out of us.
. . . You see we sort of feel that the less
human a men is. in your sense of human [prodigal
with “sympathy'1 andppitjrj, the better servant he
can be to humanity. 5
Fitzgerald's non-fiction is also concerned with the
hardness which protects a personage's qualities and
9
spurs him to always take the next step.*
8

^Flappers and Philosopher3 (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1920*)“, pp. P+4-148. In the same col
lection another character thinks “it was being hard
that counted," “Dalyrlmple Goes Virong," pp. 172-175.
^“Benediction," p. 143
8Ibld.. p. 149.
^Fitzgerald's letter to Maxwell Perkins, Aug. 25,
1921, mentions his disgust with softness, Letters, p, 148.
“Early Success," an essay, describes his opinions in 1920
as a serious, professional writer "one gradually developed
a protective hardness against both praise and blame. . . .
No decent career was ever founded in public and one learned
to go ahead without precedent and without fear."
Crack-Up. p. 89.
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Being hard is not only a necessary base for
functioning in divisive situations and for disciplining
weak emotions, it is also the foundation for the ability
to start over— -a form of doing the next thing.

An

advantage of being a personage, Monsignor was careful
to point out, vms the chance to create new "possessions"
or acts when old one3 collapsed, whereas the personality,
once defeated, had no resources to begin anew.

The

personage could start over whenever he found a new goal
or inspiration.

Thus, after the failures with Isabelle

and with Rosalind, Amory could begin again to build a
career.

For this reason the last part of the novel is

replete with allusions to beginnings.^-0

The admirable

heroes of the early short stories also can start over:
a sentry who fell asleep on duty later acted heroically
in a crucial battle, and a pedantic little intellectual
totally reordered his life to become a rather sardonic
athlete able to support his wife and child.^

The one

thing that seems necessary to ignite each new start is
that the personage find something valuable to do.

°Amory felt he was entering the labyrinth of life
(TSP, p. 265); he likened himself to Conrad and Goethe
as they began their writing careers (TSP, p. 264); he is
described as finally being "out of the little room',' and
going into the big world (TSP, p. 279).
H " A Debt of Honor," Apprentice Fiction, pp. 36-38;
"Head and Shoulders," Flappers. pp. 72-95.
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Since self-centeredness is a thing to be eliminated
from his motivation, the personage must find his
inspiration in the society around him.

Amory's develop

ment, therefore, encompasses education not only in the
ways of his own character but also in the ways of the
world.
Amory's last words in This Side of Paradis® are
‘" I know myself,... but that is all1" (T3P, p. 305).
This concisely describes the extent of Amory's growth and
education.

He had come far from the young boy who would

do anything to be admired by the socially best people,
who was afraid of any work because it might scar him, and
who craved beauty and women to satisfy his volatile emo
tions.

He was then essentially a passive person^, living

to receive the actions of others.
By the end of Book One this egoist knew of a more
suitable kind of life.

He knew a theory that promised

life could be independent of fate and the folly of others.
This Independence came from acting for one's own opinions
and for others.

Self-esteem flowed from the personage's

own cold evaluation of his acts, it did not suck on the
opinions of others.

For did it allow moral license.

This is very similar to the political theory that liberty
and privilege follow not precede responsibility and duty.
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By the time Amory said he knew himself, the knowing itself
was an action to express what Amory had personally
experienced«

He knew that work or sacrifice made one hard

not ugly and that starting over was better than wallowing
in self-pity.

He seemed to be an active person, a

personage.
This is, however, only partially true; for the rest
of his statement is a negative— an admission that Amory
did not function in any context or with any specific pur
pose.

Amory had rejected the epigram that nothing matters

very much, but he had not asserted anything that did
matter.

He only had a sense that he, like Monsignor,

should create an "atmosphere" to make people feel secure.

12

Amory knew himself, knew he had a mission, but lacked
knowledge and tools for accomplishing the next thing.
The incompleteness is critical because the very
definition of personage presumes he will serve people by
doing things people need and value.

If it is impossible

for the personage to find things he and society hold in
common, he will be dependent on people liking him personally.
As Amory had learned quite early, this is precarious for
anyone ambitious to leave a lasting mark.

It is from the

society that the personage will learn what to do and in

■^Letter to Shane Leslie, Jan., 1919, Letters. p. 375;
and This Side of Paradise, p. 266.
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turn, It is the personage's respect for the society that
will inspire him to do it.

Thus, whon writing with this

theory of personage, Fitzgerald cannot escape writing
novels of manners.
In addition to being in the novel of manners
tradition, Fitzgerald was under the influence of H.G.
YJells when he wrote This Side of Paradise.

James Miller,

in particular, has shown how this novel follows the Yfells
pattern in form— novel of saturation— and purpose— quest
13
book.
Traditionally, both types make social comment.
That Fitzgerald followed this tradition has become the
standard introduction to his first novel.

But recently

Robert Sklar explained that the two writers differed in
classifying their heroes.

To Wells, personage was

perforative for being a static character who rested on his
achievements rather than experimented.

Y/ells's extra

ordinary man stood outside society and fulfilled himself
through continuous action to Improve the well-being of
14
the human species.
Sklar explains how Fitzgerald's
personage is Wells's extraordinary man of action who

13

James E. Miller, Jr., F. Scott Fitzgerald, His Art
and His Technique (New York: New York University Press,
1964), pf. 23-2¿"7
14

Sklar, Last Laocoon. pp. 19-20, 55.
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creates and constructs, who dreams of becoming never
15
of being. ' But Fitzgerald's personage, unlike Wells's
extraordinary man, tries to balance the demands of his
own character with involvement in the given society.^*
The dangers implied in the fine balance were described
by Fitzgerald's later hero Dick Diver:
close to the line."''

"Smart men play

But it is characteristic of

Fitzgerald and his heroes that they are willing to take
the risk; in Lionel Trilling's words, they "lacked that
blind instinct of self-protection which the writer needs.
...

But that is all [they] lacked— and it was the generous

fault, even the heroic fault."

Ironically, Trilling

uses the word generous whereas M o r y proxidly used
selfish to describe the same acts.
Granted that the personage is frustrated until he
finds his place in the systems of the world, what system1
5
*
7
8

15

Ibid., p. 55. Sklar is here alluding to Amory's
early ambitions: "he would dream one of his favorite
waking dreams, the one about becoming a great halfback,
or the one about the Japanese invasion, when he was re
warded by being made the youngest general in the world.
It was always the becoming he dreamed of, never the
being. This,, too, was quite characteristic of Amory"
(TSP, p. 19).
■^Sklar, Last Laocoon, p. 20.
17

Tender is the Night (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 19W T p . 99.
18

Liberal Imagination, p. 246.
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did Fitzgerald find for Amory? Here there is ambivalence.
Perhaps the most famous passage in This Side of Paradise
is Amory's description of his generation:

"dedicated . . .

to the fear of poverty and the worship of success; grown
up to find all Gods dead, all wars fought, all faith in
men shaken " (TSP, p. 304).

This certainly indicts the

society for failing to inspire the young.
difficult to find similar statements.

It is not

After the war

Araory wrote "American life is so damned dumb and stupid
and healthy" (TSP, p. 175).

When he was older, he

believed "life was a damned muddle . . .

a football game

with every one off-side and the referee gotten rid of-every one claiming the referee would have been on his
side." (TSP, p. 285).

Amory became particularly dis

illusioned about society’s failure to produce heroes
who could synchronize the old world with the new (TSP,
pp. 282-283).
In isolation these condemnations sound quite
definite; however, in the world the novel created there
is, on the whole, little to substantiate such sweeping
accusations.

Amory's experiences with beauty and women

and the responsibilities of the artist give a definite
source for his final attitudes about them.

For the rest

of the Issues he touches on— economics, politics, poverty,
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religion~-there are metaphors to preserve attitudes; but
this novel, unlike the later ones, does not wrestle with
the realities.

In contrast, This Side of Paradise does

grapple with the ideals, experience, heroes, and maturing
of a young American student.

Edmund VJilcon has best

evaluated this situation when he says that "its
intellectual and moral content amounts to little more
than . . .

a gesture of Indefinite revolt. . . ||n

Fitzgerald’sjexpression of the anarchy by which he finds
himself bewildered, of his revolt which cannot fix on
an object, he is typical of the war generation.
A good example of the tension in the book between
rejection and acceptance of the world’s values is Amory’s
attitude toward money.

At one place in the last chapter

he asserts that "it's essentially cleaner to be corrupt
and rich than it is to be innocent and poor" (TSP, p.
2 5 7 );

soon after, he argues that money is unnecessary

and corrupting (TSP, p. 295).
Such duality among his heroes’ reactions to life
and society is obvious in a survey of Fitzgerald's early
short fiction. In "Shadow Laurels" a son finds an odd
but heroic example in his father; in "The Ordeal" a
young man finds strength in the ancient Catholic religion;

^Wilson, The Shores of Light (New Yorks Farrar,
Straus and Young, Inc. 1952T pp. 28, 34.
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but in "Sentiment— and the Use of Rouge" a soldier, like
Am.ory, finds that the war killed all Gods and referees;
then in "Dalyrimple Goes Wrong" the returning war hero
feels that every facet of the society he had saved Is
stifling, so his only consolation is to stop thinking of
himself as a hero and to start considering everyone else
a fool ; finally, in "The Spire and the Gargoyle" a student
vainly seeks for an inspiration to replace the lost
20
religions, families, and philosophies.
All Fitzgerald's
works seem to speculate with Amory whether life is a
quest for the grail or a "damned amusing game" (TSP, p.

3 0 0 ).
The critics, whether viewing Fitzgerald's works as
a whole or This Side of Paradise in particular, comment
on what Andrews Yiannlng calls Fitzgerald's "nostalgic
irony" which simultaneously accepts and rejects a society
centered on luxury, money, and beauty,*
21 Despite this
confusion, Fitzgerald made a few things clear about the
relation of the personage to the society he functions in.

"Dalyrimple Goes Wrong" is in F l a m e r s : the other
four stories are in Apprentice Fiction.
2i
"Fitzgerald and His Brethren," Collection,

p p . 5 9 -6 0 .

-------—

—
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First, he sees that the hero’s character is created in a
pp

large part through his engagement in a complex society.
Second, as Edwin Fussell’s famous essay points out,
Fitzgerald's hero is an ambitious, Imaginative man searching
for a way to satisfy in American society his deepest
23
aesthetic needs.
And third, as this novel ends with
his return to Princeton, Amory is not rejecting society
but is strategically retreating to find a firmer foundation
24
from which to build out into the world again.
Obviously then, as this novel ends, Fitzgerald has
only begun his career as a novelist exploring the morals
and manners of post-World War One /jrierica.

But he has

already quite definitely established the qualities Amory
knows he has;

he is free from emotional self-pity,

hunger for beauty, and vanity; he is independent of the
old systems and his old snobbery.

In the last soliloquy,

for almost every denial arising from dissatisfaction with
society there is an affirmation that as a single human
being Amory has found hardness, a sense of responsibility,
and enthusiasm for living:

pp

Shain, Seven Modern American Novelists, p. 84.
23

"Fitzgerald's Brave New World," Journal of English
Literary History. XIX (December, 1952) ,”"291-3057 ~
24

Sklar, Last Laocoon. pp. 35-36; 42-43.
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He knew he was safe now, free from all hysteria—
he could accept what was acceptable, roam, grow,
rebel, sleep deep through many nights....
There was no G-od in his heart, he* knew; his
Ideas were still in riot; there was ever the pain
of memory; the regret for his lost youth— yet the
waters of disillusion had left a deposit on his
soul, responsibility and a love of life, the faint
stirring of old ambitions and unrealized dreams.
But— oh, Rosalind! Rosalind!...
It's all a poor substitute at best," he said
sadly.
And he could not tell why the struggle was
worthwhile, why he had determined to use to the
utmos t, himself and his heritage from the pgr—
sonalities he had passed.... (TSP, pp. 304I305).
The significant thing, then, is that Fitzgerald has
found a system for his hero to know himself, but he
must still carefully study society to find the inspirations
and activities required to motivate the hero to valuable,
needed acts.

He does so in This Side of Paradise and

The Great Gat3bv.

CHAPTER THREE
THREE OTHER MEN TEST THE THEORY
■A9 This Side of Paradise
himself hut that Is all.

endst Amory BlainSknows

In other words, the personage

has discovered his personal goal3 hut not how to imple
ment them in the time and space of civilisation.

Unlike

the Hemingway hero in "Big Two-Hearted River," this and
later Fltsgerald heroes are never at rest in merely selfknowledge.

Like Amory Blaine they keep returning to some

kind of society.

The personage’s need to he needed and

to give security postulates action between himself and
others; his ambition to create lasting works and to he
hard enough to always start over can materialize only if
he finds something valuable to create and some inspiration
for beginning anew.
In the novels and short stories that come between
the time This Side of Paradise was written and the years
surrounding work on Tender is the Night. Fitzgerald
continued to create heroes that could be analyzed according
to the definition of the personage.

However, also Important

for this chapter is to discover how Fitzgerald earned his
modern reputation for being disappointed with and disap
proving of American society.

As Charles Shaln says,

FitEgeraid's theme is how a person’s moral self is largely
created through his engagement in a complex society.3'
Thus, though Fitzgerald is more interested in the
personage in society than in the society for itself, he
could not escape analyzing a society conspiring to make
positive hope for meaningful existence Impossible for
2
people inspired by the ideals of Paradise.
Because of
his special purpose for interpreting social contexts,
Fitzgerald's criticisms will not be the same kind as Dos
Passos* or Steinbeck’s who are concerned to establish,
almost scientifically, data about the many factors in the
whole or, at least)what they think is a representative
part of American society.

Fitzgerald generally chose the

smaller context of American aristocracy.

And even here,

the society is ultimately less important for the facts
of its life than for the atmosphere it created to inspire
or asphyxiate the personage.

The atmosphere can be*
2

^Shaln, Seven Modern American Novelists, p. 84.
2
This is a composite of several critics: James Nelson
Ellis, "The Fragmented Kero in the Novels of F. Scott
Fitzgerald" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Texas, 1963), p. 7; Malcolm Cowley, "Introduction," The
Stories of F, Scott Fitzgerald (New York: Charles Scribner
Sons,~T95iT7" pp. Icvll-xvlii; Arthur Misener, "Introduction
Collection, p. 10; and John Aldridge, "Fitzgerald: the
Horror and the Vision of Paradise," Collection, p. 30.
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analyzed into wealth and social class; admirable and
purposeful activities; love, women, end children.

A

hero's friends and acquaintances can be important elements
in all these ingredients.

Recombined, they form the world

Amory Blaine did not know but which Fitzgerald's theory
of personage had to encompass.
Between This.„Side of Paradise and Tender Is the Night
Fitzgerald wrote two novels, The Beautiful and Damned
(19 2 2 ) and The_Groat Gatsby (1925), one play, The Vegetable
(1923) and, of course, many short stories.

Whereas he

was especially influenced by H.G. Wells, Compton Mackenzie,
and late romanticism in his first novel, The Beautiful
Süá—

£U^d The Vegetable are always considered as

Fitzgerald's experiment with the naturalism and pessimism
promulgated by Frank Norris and H.L. Mencken. 5

Their

philosophy, as Fitzgerald used it, is usually capsuled as
the meaninglessness of life," particularly in American
society.

Under their influence, Fitzgerald tried to show

the decay of a sensitive hero who revolts against an
existence which he cannot understand.^

William Goldhurst

best analyzes these elements in The Beautiful and Damned

^Fitzgerald discusses this in a letter to Maxwell
Perkins , February 3, [192qj, Letters, pp. 143-144.
Piper, Critical Portrait, pp. 88-90; Miller, Art and
„„PP* *6-48 Lehan, Craft of Fiction, p. 90» Sklar,
t PP« 85, 93; and WilaonT Shores of Llcht
pp. 32-33.
— —
— -—
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when he points out that Fitzgerald was trying to balance
three attitudes: Mencken-like ridicule of the American
intelligentsia, Comstockery, plutocracy, and social
instability; his own growing distrust of dedication to
pleasure; and the attraction of romance and idle
5
dissipation«,
Like other critics, C-oldhurst believes that
in 1922 Fitzgerald could not yet control such complexity;
however, the Mencken influence and the attempt at complexity
did prepare for the mature social insights of The Great
Gatsby and Tender is the Night because Fitzgerald began
defining the "painful experience of an individual at odds
with the prevailing mores of his time and place, and more
important, • • • exhibits those social mores in something
approaching the fullness of life."^
The particular individual at odds with his time and
place in society is Anthony Patch, grandson and natural
heir of a ruthless, self-made millionaire turned bitter
reformer (Fitzgerald's version of Comstockery).

Since the

purpose for examining The Beautiful and Damned is to show
Fitzgerald's developing theory of the personage in society,
one must first ask if Anthony Patch was a personage.*
6

5

William Goldhurst, F . Scott Fitzgerald and His
Contemporaries (New York: The World Publishing Company.
196TT, pp. 101-104.
6Ibld.. p. 104.
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In the novel’s first pages, Fitzgerald establishes
Anthony as having the inherent qualities necessary for
becoming a personage.

He admires beauty, style, honor;

he is imaginative and Intelligent, and he is generous
and friendly.

In addition, he moves in the rich, educated,

and cultured society that should nurture these qualities
into hardness and lasting works.

The book also esta

blishes quite early the terms In which Anthony’s test
will be posed.

He needs to fix his imagination on some

object which will remain worthy of his admiration and
7
longing for beauty.
Such a thing would give security
against the vagaries of the crass world end of fate.
And he needs to find some work that will give life more
purpose than Ironical detachment (BD, p. 3) end static
resistance to death (BD, p.6).

Thus he begins In a

state similar to that of Amory Blaine at the end of Book
One of This Side of Paradise.

When Book One of The

Beaut Ifill and Damned ends, Anthony is trying to find
security by marrying Gloria Gilbert, beauty incarnate.
Trying to find some worthy activity Is first tangible
in the vague plan to write essays about the Renais
sance popes

(BD, pp, 13, 54)

and later in the dream

of becoming an overseas correspondent (BD, pp. 206-211),

?The Beautiful and Damned (New York; Charles Scribner
Sons, 19227“, pp, l37~ 157. Hereafter all further references
to this novel will be to this edition and will be referred
to in parentheses as B D,

This urge to activity must always confront his desire to
passively wait for his grandfather's death to bring him
fortune and status (BD, pp. 55-56, 137, 218).

Fitzgerald

poses "in justification of his manner of living there
was first, of course, the Meaninglessness of Life" against
"he found in himself a growing horror and loneliness. . .
he thought, I need work, work to do.

It worried him to

think that he was, after all, a facile mediocrity, with
neither the poise of Maury nor the enthusiasm of Dick"
(BD, pp. 54-55).
Maury Noble and Dick Caramel illustrate the compromises
Anthony refuses to make.
what Humblrd was to Amory:
saved"

(BD, p. 1 9 ).

At first Maury is to Anthony
"smart, quiet, and among the

Maury, like Anthony, cynically be

lieved life was meaningless but he relentlessly disciplined
himself "to become immensely rich as quickly as possible"
(BD, p. 43).

He cannot be the personage's model, for he

lacks generosity, self-sacrifice (BD, p . 432), and romantic
wonder about life (BD, pp. 50, 128, 252-260).

He had the

hardness to continue functioning, but like Amory's Pharisees
coldly capitulated to the despised conventions of meaning
less society in order to become a "tight-fisted aristocrit"
(BD, p. 419).

Philip Dean in Fitzgerald's story "May Day"

and Anson Hunter in "The Rich Boy" more fully Illustrate
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this type of person and hovr he functions In relation to
other people.®
In contrast to Maury and Anthony, Dick Caramel finds
many things worthy of his earnest work:

slum and Immigrant

improvement, novel writing, and elevation of American
cultural tastes (BD, pp. 20-21, 35, 74, 421-423). But he
too fails as a model for the personage; for, in contrast
to his enthusiasm and generosity (BD, p. 443), his tastes
are cheap and he ultimately and hypocritically degrades
his work to mere literary pandering for popularity (BD,
pp. 141-142, 188-189, 222, 300).

Thus Dick symbolizes to

Anthony how easily work and romantic enthusiasm can corrupt.
The character who comes closest to developing into
an example of personage is Joseph Bloeckman.

He is not

static— at each appearance he is more polished and sophlsicated.

Being a movie producer, he does work with at least

Anson Hunter is the man who always refuses to give of
himself to anyone else, especially symbolized by his peren
nial refusals to give love to any woman. His mind parti
tioned things rather than created them. He "accepted
without reservation" the world of high finance, extravagance,
divorce, dissipation, snobbery, and privilege. On every
point this will contrast with Dick Diver who gave himself
totally in order to create a safe world for his wife. He
too saw corruption, but his acceptance of its existence
held the reservation that he would function by other standards.
While "The Rich Boy" saves his vitality, he is emotionally
a miserly Scrooge who never does himself or the world any
good. Though Dick gives of himself unto emotional bankruptcy,
he has created much temporarily for himself and permanently
for others. All the Sad Young Men(New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1926),“pp. i-5&T
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limited value and permanence.

In the organisation of the

novel he usually reappears a stronger and more assured
man just after one of Anthony's failures or statements
that nothing is worth doing (BD, pp. 96, 207"208, 283,
305)•

But Bloeckman develops only the surface qualities

of a personage, fundamentally his acts are selfish and
vain.

At the end of the novel he loses all the polish

his dynamic character had attained when he rather brutally
fights with Anthony (BD, p. 427).
The technique that produced Monsignor Darcy and Burne
Holiday as mentor and foil to Amory Blaine only gives
Anthony Patch warnings of what not to be.
to the negative tone of the novel.

This contributes

Furthermore, each of

these three eventually chooses to function in ways lauded
by society.

Fitzgerald's disapproval of these men rein

forces his growing distrust of the popular values and
customs of society.
Eventually, Anthony's marriage fails to bring security
or happiness.

He made Amory's early mistake of wanting

to find in women security and beauty for himself rather
than to give these to others.

His various attempts at

writing fail either because Anthony lacks the motivation
to conjure up "not only words in which to clothe thoughts
but thoughts worthy of being clothed" (BD, p . 18) or the
will to temporarily leave his wife send his indolence to
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earn the romantic stature of correspondent.

Experiences

as stock broker, salesman, and in the army sustain
his assumptions that most people and their goals are
contemptible to anyone with imagination.

Therefore,

Anthony’s life remains merely a static wait to possess
death money, it never becomes an active sacrifice or
creative production to become helpful to others.

The

potential for being a personage is diverted into frustrated
debauchery and near madness from which Anthony, never
having developed will or hardness, cannot recover.

He

consequently lacks the personage's vitality, which Fitz
gerald believed "shows in not only the ability to per
sist but the ability to start over."9

This also indicates

that Fitzgerald's notorious nostalgia about lost youth
is more than sentimentality.

He, like contemporary

psychologists, knew that there is only a limited amount
of time at a relatively fixed place in the maturing
process for developing some virtues and skills.
Anthony never becomes a personage, for he never per
sisted at anything long enough to create what Monsignor
called "glittering possessions"

(TSP, pp. 113-114-).

Nor did he arouse himself to start over by doing the next
thing. 10

As James Ellis says, Anthony is "fragmented by

^Fitzgerald, Crack-Up. p. 126.
lOSeveral times Anthony fails to exert his will to do
the next things: an early failure to properly handle Gloria,
pp. 114-115; his shrinking from becoming a correspondent;
the failure to cope with his mistress Dorothy Raycroft, pp.
346-350.
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his inner need for a meaningful world and his rational be
lief that the world can have no meaning," and unlike
Fitzgerald's ideal he cannot function with internal
divisions
In the development of the theory of the personage
the positive note of The Beautiful and Damned is that,
despite his continually rejecting society's ways to success
and despite all "bad examples," Anthony's imagination and
ambition are never so exhausted that he acts directly
contrary to his ideals.

Though not becoming a personage

and never sloughing off ambition for the rich, leisurely
life, Anthony never submitted to meaningless conventions
as did Maury and Dick.

At the end he can think:

He had been exposed to ruthless misery, his very
craving for romance had been punished, his friends
had deserted him — even Gloria had turned against
him. He had been alone, alone-~facing it all.
Only a few months before people had been urging
him to give in, to submit to mediocrity, to go to
(conventional, uninspiring work. But he had known
that he was justified in his way of life— and he
had stuck It out staunchly . . . .
"I showed them," he was saying. "It was a hard
fight, but I didn't give up ana I came through!"
(BD, pp. 448-449).
Lacking any specific purposes, "coming through" only meant
that Anthony inherited his grandfather's money.

By the

end of The Beautiful and Damned this Fitzgerald hero
Illustrates the mistakes, lack of will, and failure to
find inspiration in society that prevent the personage

Hit Fragmented Hero," pp. 46,

5 2 -5 3
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from developing.
Having discussed the fate of the personage in The
Beautiful and Damned what does this tell of Fitzgerald’s
interpretation of society? First, in regard to wealth
and social class, Anthony found that no aristocracy
existed in America, for true aristocracy relies not on
money or even on the freedom money can buy but on a system
of values that inspires the gentleman to act with both
style and responsibility,

Anthony learned that money

and freedom are only environments for aristocratic action:
Aristocracy’s only an admission that certain
traits which we call fine— courage and honor
and beauty and all that sort of thing— can
best be developed in a favorable environment,
where you don't have the warpings of ignorance
and necessity (BD, p. 407).
Lionel Trilling calls this Fitzgerald's attempt to formulate
from wozjdliness and asceticism a "disciplined distinction
12
of personal existence."
But neither family, education,
friends, or various kinds of jobs and experiences showed
Anthony any system of values or any activities that he
13
could do and admire.1
2

12

Liberal Im agination, p. 24l; Leslie Fiedler has a
similar interpretation in "Some Hotes on F. Scott Fitzgerald,"
pp. 75-76.
^This significantly contrasts to Dick Diver who care
fully trains himself to be able to function usefully. He,
like Gatsby, early has faith that he can do something in
the world.
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After The Beautiful and Damned. Fitzgerald wrote
The Vegetable which also exposed venality and stupidity
in politics, business, and the ambitions of most Americans.
Unlike other Fitzgerald works, the story occurs in the
middle class.

This only decreased the style of life

to vulgarity without increasing any moral worth.

Jerry

Frost, the hero, eventually rejects all standard
American ambitions, especially the Presidency of the
United States.
In the early story "The Offshore Pirates" Curtis
Carlyle has Anthony's longings for the beauty and order
of aristocratic life; but, as in This Side of Paradise.
Fitzgerald did not explore that life.

However, there is

no such omission in "The Diamond as Big as the Ritz" or
"May Day."

In the former, the Washington family has

enough money to buy total freedom.

But they are cruel

and vain because money and freedom, uninformed by values
and responsibilities, result in brutal selfishness that
condoned fratricide, mass murders, slavery, bribery, and
14
power so audacious that it bargained only with God.

Stories of F. Scott Fitzgerald, ed. Malcolm Cowley
(New York: Charles ScriDnerrs Sons, 1959), pp. 5-38»
Hereafter this collection will be referred to as Stories.
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Sklar points out the significance of this story In
Fitzgerald's development when he says that in the
Washingtons Fitzgerald created plutocrats without
15
confusing them with true aristocrats.
In "May Day," Fitzgerald tried to capture at one
moment In time many levels of American society, education,
and wealth.

All are either vulgar, selfish, dissipated,

ineffective, or maudlin.

One prominent character,

Gordon Sterrett, like Anthony Patch, tries to function
and still possess Integrity.

When all the normal re

courses to friends, family, and work fail to make life
endurable " a great lethargy and discouragement had
come over him . . . .

Nov; I know I’m nothing."1^

The

story's glamorous, absurd, careless rich life supports
the judgment that "May Day" pinpoints as the fatal flaw
In America "materialistic hedonism and vulgar idealism."1^
Since the atmosphere surrounding Anthony and other
characters is poisonous, it will obviously affect the
personage— who can only develop fully when he establishes
acts admired and needed by the society but also respected
by his critical yet romantic conscience.

Fitzgerald*
1
7

•^Last Laocoon, p. 145.
^ Stories, pp. 103-104.
17Fusseli, "Fitzgerald'3 Brave New World," p. 293
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always believed that what a person eventually produces
is dependent upon what he had experienced. 18

He rather

startingly illustrated this in "Tarquin of Cheepslde"
where Shakespeare writes about experience only after
he lived it. 19

Correlated to this, Fitzgerald believed

the creative person who did not create "became a maniac
within himself. " 20 This very aptly describes the final
state of Anthony Patch whose opinion of his surroundings
made alcoholism preferable to consciousness or action
(BD, p. 417).

Whenever he contemplated becoming like

one of the heroes in history, he shrank from contaminating
himself:
The clarity of his mind, its sophistication,
its versatile intelligence, all at their
maturity and dominated by some purpose yet
to be born would find him work to do.
• . . [Hei tried to imagine himself in Congress
rooting around in the litter of that incredible
pigsty with the narrow and porcine brows he saw

Marshall McLuhan explains the same phenomenon when
he says, "Environments are not passive wrappings, but are,
rather active processes which are invisible." The Medium
the_Messnge. An Inventory of Effects (New York: ‘Random
House, 19 6 T) , p •
19Apprentice Fiction, pp. 1 1 8 -1 2 3 .
20

Andrew Turnbull, Scott Fitzgerald (New York:
Scribner’s Sons, 1963), p. 2 9 ^

Charles
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pictured cornetines in the rotogravure sections
of the Sunday newspapers, those glorified
proletarians babbling blandly to the nation
the ideas of high school seniors! Little men
with copybook ambitions who by mediocrity had
thought to emerge from mediocrity into the
lustreless and unromantic heaven of a govern
ment by the people— and the best, the dozen
shrewd men at the top, egotistic and cynical,
were content to load thoir choir of white ties
and wire collar-buttons in a vague confusion
betveen wealth as a reward of virtue and wealth
as a proof of vice, and continued cheers for God, the Constitution, and the Rocky Mountains!
(BD, pp. 55-56).
Anthony's refusal to compromise his sense of what life
21
should be with what he finds it to be,
combined with
his never having developed vital hardness, make it
impossible for him to act with purpose and value.

At

the end of The Beautiful and Damned. Anthony knows
more than Amory did at the end of This Side of Paradise.
but he has lost all enthusiasm for trying to be a
personage.

In The Vegetable. Fitzgerald found admirable

work for Jerry Frost only by the irony of having a
postman's work serve people's needs and the hero's
22
ambitions better than any other public office.
In The
Great Gatsby Fitzgerald tried again to develop the
personage beyond Amory's immaturity by putting enthusiasm

^^Mizener, Sense of Life, p. 110.
22

The Vegetable, or from President to Postman
(New York: Charles Scribner*1T!3ons, *192377 pp. 132-136.
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for life into one character and critical knowledge
about life into another»
The final elements to influence the development
of the personage are love and women.

As noted earlier,

Anthony married Gloria when his fear of loneliness and
the ghastly sounds of life became greater than his fear
of stifling social responsibility (BD, pp. 26, 54-55,
150, 167).

But this makes his love selfish rather than

a dynamic thing serving the one loved.

Anthony wants

to be loved and given security, not create security for
another.

Gloria and marriage only weakened an already

weak person.

Anthony committed the same error as the

callow Amory when he believed that beauty and love would
withstand time and fate.

In a desperate attempt to

preserve the tenuous ba3is of his security, he let
“the management of Gloria's temper, whether it was
aroused by a lack of hot water for her bath or by a
skirmish with her husband become almost the primary duty
of Anthony's day" (BD, p. I6l).

Eventually this so

frustrated his own character that his violent attempt
to dominate Gloria permanently weakened their love (BD,
pp. 197-201).
Eventually Anthony also accused Gloria and his love
for her of so lulling his mind to sleep (BD, p. 1 9 1 )
that he lost his former ambition and insight (BD, pp.
284, 341, 444).

The action of the novel makes this
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seem partially true, but marriage and wife are by no
means the only cause of his failure.

As already

explained, from the beginning of the booh and before
meeting Gloria, Anthony had decided he could do nothing
worthwhile.

Furthermore, his own motives for the

marriage were dangerously self»centered.

One of the

best illustrations of their mutual complicity in his
failure is the fact that Anthony, Just as much as Gloria,
rejoiced in the irresponsibility allowed by her refusal
to have a child (BD, p. 209)
Rather than portraying the woman as the cause of
the personage's failure, Fitzgerald is beginning to
portray her as the occasion for testing the hero' 3 dedi
cation, insight, and strength.

Anthony failed.

In "The

Sensible Thing," George O ’Kelly allowed Jonquil to lure
him from planning great bridges to being an underpaid
insurance clerk.

YJhen the frustration of seeing "his

dream slipping fast behind him" combined with his know
ledge that he could not make the money needed to support
her, he left but became a successful builder of bridges
24
and got the girl anyway.
In "The Pierian Spring and the2

2^In "Head and Shoulders" Fitzgerald suggests that
the responsibility attendant to becoming a father can make
sacrifice bearable, F l a m e r s . pp. 72-90. Here again is the
motif of unselfish sacrifice and hard work being the basis
for becoming a valuable man.
^ Stories. pp. 147-154.
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Last Straw," complying with the conventions demanded
25
by his wife ruined George Romberg's creativity.
Jerry
Frost is psychologically a vegetable so long as he
submits to his wife's nagging, not until he asserts
himself in work as ha thinks best are either happy.

26

In The Great Gatsby Fitzgerald created the ultimate
situation in which a woman tests the personage.

In Gatsby Fitzgerald takes an opposite approach to
the development of the personage in the world.

Whereas

Anthony failed because he sank into sterile resistance,
Gatsby fails because he complied so thoroughly that
society misdirected his powers.
The Great Gatsby has two characters whose stature

in the content and technique would warrant the title of
hero.

One is Nick Carraway a bondsman moved from the

Midwest to New York to seek excitement.

The other is

Jay Gatsby, a bootlegger, also from the Midwest and also

in search of adventure to equal his dreams.
are not as alike as the above implies.

The two

Nick is con

servative, conscious of history, family, time, and
customs; and seems, at first to be quite passive.
Gatsby is radical, rootless, with ambitions that disregard

25
Apprentice Fiction, p . 172.
26 The Vegetable, pp. 142-143
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tin© and custoajas the protagonist he seems the active
element in the story.

This is the description of Henry

Raleigh, Jr., who believes the two men complement one
27
another as moralist and radical
in the story of
Gatsby's pursuit of Daisy Fay, now Mrs. Tom Buchanan.
Because G-atsby dreams of success through hard work
to get money to buy status and tho "top girl," he seems
to concretely embody the .American Dream.

This is the
28
standard beginning for discussion of the book.
But

not only is Gatsby in the tradition of American mythology,
he is also in Fitzgerald’s tradition of the personage.
Raleigh’s analysis suggests elements basic to the
personage;

imaginative ambition that is somehow free

of conventions.

But his radicalism is limited, he is

conventional in choosing the objects and means for his
ambitions but unconventional in the size, generosity,
Innocence, and vitality of imagination.

Thus when

Judged as a personage Gatsby succeeds in the sense that

^ " F . Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby." p. 103.
^Almost all discussion of this novel refers to
Gatsby as the mythical hero of the American Dream.
Marius Bewley’s "Scott Fitzgerald's Criticism of America,"
The Sewanee Review, LXII (Spring 1954), 223-246, is
standard. Piper“explains how Gatsby combines two universal
Western heroes; the grail knight pursuing the good,
beautiful, and true and the secular self-made man succeeding
by hard work, Critical Portrait, pp. 121-124. Sklar points
out the particularly romantic and Conradian elements in
Fitzgerald's use of the myth, Last Laoco&n, p. 153.
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he has the faith, will, and vitality to create the
29
special life for which the personage longs.
But
Arnory and Anthony were not without some of these, and
they were respectively immature and ineffective,
Gatsby had the additional personage qualities of active
ly developing, planning, and implementing his faith
(GG, ppe 117-120, 208-209). His imagination was active
whereas Anthony*s was static; he actually functioned
and produced a world whereas Amory only knew that a
world had to be created.

Furthermore, Gatsby was notable

for hie ability to Inspire and reassure others (GG, pp.
52, 58, 99**100).

He could be hard in the sense that

he worked to overcome the material deprivations of his
childhood, started over when he lost his inheritance
from Dan Cody, was a war hero, could succeed in the
underworld, and could face Tom Buchanan's scorn.
Three questions still remains

of what objective

value were his acts and production? when this is shown
to be little, did Gatsby realize this and thus grow in
perception? and did the valuable part of Gatsby*s
character produce any lasting good?

29

The novel's whole

Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby (New Yorks Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1925), p. 2. All further references to
this book will be from this edition and will be cited in
parentheses as GG.
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movement shows how Gatsby*s great planning was warped
into meretricious display and reliance on lavish
possessions to buy his dream,

Fitzgerald’s inter

pretation of why this indicts society will be dis
cussed later.

Here it lo important to note that

Gatsby has failed to develop an important element of
being a personage both because his "possessions” were
tawdry and because they were primarily geared to
satisfy himself rather than to create security for
others (GG, p. 118-119).
Gatsby definitely grew in the sense that his
dream grew:

"He had thrown himself into it with a

creative passion, adding to it all the time, . . .
Each night he added to the pattern of his fancies"
(GG, p. 116-119).

But since the dreams were shallow

in their materialized form, a more important dynamism
in Gatsby would be a growth in his understanding of
the world.

Whether this occurred is debatable.

Trilling and Bewley hold that Gatsby never developed
the needed "critical faculty."'* 0 However, James Ellis
makes a strong case for believing that when Nick, says

^°Trilling, Liberal Imagination, p. 245; Bewley,
"Scott Fitzgerald7!* Criticism of America," p. 245.
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that "Gatsby turned out all right at the end" (GG,
p. 3) he means that Gatsby learned the grail could
not be sought in the terms proposed by a materialistic
society«,-^1
Since the ultimate purpose of the personage is
to create something of lasting value, the fact that
Gatsby succeeded at this is significant, for it
Justifies calling Gatsby great, the epithet Nick and
Fitzgerald chose for him.

Judged by the same standards

Gatsby used to realize his dream, he created little
more lasting than memories of lavish parties (GG,
p. 216-217): his friends and wealth failed him (GG, 206207, 209-210); Daisy neither understood, or preserved
his dreams (GG, pp. 116, 132-134-, 174-175); his father’s
pride in Gatsby stemmed from the same gaudy and crudely
materialistic values that limited Gatsby and gave power

31

"Fragmented Hero," pp. 81-82. Ellis reinforces
his interpretation with another of Nick's statements:
"I have an idea that Gatsby himself didn't believe
Daisy's call would come, and perhaps he no longer cared.
If that was true he must have felt that he had lost the
old warm world, paid a high price for living too long
with a single dream. He must have looked up at an
unfamiliar sky through frightening leaves and shivered
as he found what a grotesque thing a rose is and how
raw the sun light was . . . . A new world material without
being real. • • ." (GG, p. 162).
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to the Buchanans (GG, p„ 209).

However, to accept

this as the final evaluation of Gatsby's worth ignores
the concept and the technique of the book.
As noted above, this novel has two heroes capable
of becoming personages.

The second is Nick, who, as

Raleigh pointed out, complements Gatsby by being the
speculative man who interprets the active one.

In

Gatsby, Nick encountered the only person who con
ceived a goal, valued it enough to plan how to achieve
it, had enough faith in its possibility to implement
the plan, and then the perseverance to carry it through
to some kind of success.

Although Nick immediately

scorns the goal, the plan, and the success, his pur
pose in writing the story is to preserve his discovery
that human beings still do conceive, do plan, do have
faith, and do persevere,

A number of times Nick mentions

that Gatsby renewed his faith.

In other words,

Nick (and Fitzgerald) finally have the active creative
character who accomplishes.

go

The judgment that the

^ Nick needed the example of an actively progressing
person. He remembers his father less for action than for
advice to restrain action. Nick's reputation was of being
a good listener to "unsought" confidences which he tried
to avoid by feigning sleep. His family seems to live off
the tradition and the fortune of a dead great-uncle.
They met his plan to move away with "grave, hesistant
faces." It was Nick's participation in World War One that
made him "restless" with the staid Middle West. The simple
act of directing a lost man elated him because in a very
small way "I was a guide, a pathfinder." Gatsby became a
guide and pathfinder to Nick (GG, pp. 1-4).
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object of the accomplishment is unworthy is Nick’s
personal contribution to the story and Fitzgerald's
evaluation of the world that fooled Gatsby into
accepting its values.

But because Gatsby gave Nick

new insights and inspirations and because Nick pre
served them by adopting them for himself and by telling
about them, Gatsby's great gestures and ambitions pro
duced something permanently valuable.

Though Nick

early stopped figuratively throwing stones at Gatsby,
he, like- Paul, became a disciple of the spirit motivating
a man slain by the Pharisees.
Nick, like all of Fitzgerald's admirable heroes,
would like life to be exciting (GG, pp. 3 , 69-7 0 , 80-81,
182, 23.7-218) j but unlike Gatsby he also cultivates
interior rules {GG, p, 7 2 ) that respect proprieties,
practice

tolerance, and demand order a2id morality (GG,

pp. 1-3, 49-50, 86, 95, 213-214).

Therefore, he has the

personage’s critical faculty which Gatsby lacked,
which it took Amory an entire book to achieve, and
which paralyzed Anthony.

Only his habit of "reserving

judgments" prevented him from immediately scorning
Gatsby and everything he did (GG, pp. 2-3), for his
tolerance and discipline had become so pragmatlcal3.y
ironical that Nick distrusted all dreams, magnificence,
and rlsk3 .

But knowing Gatsby as the dreamer and then
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knowing Jordan Baker and the Buchanans as the careless
pragmatists teach

1 him that there are various ways

of knowing the truth and "differing varieties of
,/33
falsehood*
He eventually learns that to scorn
Gatsby's taste must not exclude respecting his dedi
cation to beauty and innocence»^^

When Nick renounces

his growing love for Jordan, who is part of the world
whose malice and carelessness broke Gatsby, he proves
that Gatsby's idealism has changed him*

He can sacri

fice a pragmatic and comfortable compromise with the
prevailing society for the sake of protecting his
responsibilities to Gatsby:
I found myself on Gatsby*s side, and alone. . .
At first I was surprised and confused; then,
as he lay in his house and didn't move or
breathe or speak, hour upon hour, it grew
upon me that I was responsible, because no
one else was interested--»interested, I mean,
with that intense personal interest to which
everyone has some vague right at the end
(GG, p. 197).
Nick's romanticism and rationality have now reached
a more mature balance.

Instead of the lights of New

York and the lives of beautiful women (GG, p. 6 9 ), he
can now be inspired by the human capacity for imagination

"3"5

•'•'Goldhurst, Contemporaries. pp. 141-151.
34

Richard Chase, The American Novel and Its Tradition
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co*, 1957)', pp.
162-167.
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and achievement.

Instead of practicing, with detached

irony, the proprieties of the rich, Nick now inter
prets and condemns their morals and rejects their
companionship.

A.E. Dyson’s discussion of The Great

Gatshy particularly illustrates this change.

When

Nick realizes that Gatsby is "worth the whole damn
bunch put together" (GG, p, 185),he finally understands
that conforming to normal morality (e.g., Tom Buchanan's
right to his wife) is no excuse for being inhuman
(Tom's malice and brutality):
In its broader implications, (Nick's statement^ is
part of the larger meaning of the novel: which
is that in a tragic and imperfect vorld scorn
and condemnation can often come too easily as
attitudes. Human warmth and pity may not be
able to set everything to rights:
but they are
costlier and more decent attitudes than mere
Judgment; and in the waste land, perhaps juster
than Judgment itself.35
Thus by the end of the novel Nick is preserving the
good in Gatsby's character and dreams In a way that is
admirable both romantically and rationally.

Then when

Nick returns to the West he plans to continue to act

■^G.E. Dyson, "The Great Gatsby; Thirty Six
Year's After," HodernTlctlon Studios". VII (Spring, 196l),
47-48.
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as a personage by taking up the life he had deserted
36
in his careless search for adventure.
In Nick, then, Fitzgerald has created the critical
faculty and cultivated taste to preserve the essence
of Gatsby's romantically inspired actions.

Gatsby

himself never completed the growth to personage because
his own acts never met Nick's (and Fitzgerald's)
standards for taste and morality.

Nick never completely

becomes the personage because the novel leaves him at
the beginning of his return to the old life.

Like

Amory Blaine, Nick returns to his former society ready
to act, but he is not shown implementing his new insights.
His decisive dedication to Gatsby throughout the
funeral arrangements and his writing about Gatsby make
it seem likely that he will.

It is important to note,

however, that Nick, unlike Amory, need not say that he
knows nothing beyond himself and his goals.

In the career

^ T h i s analysis of Nick holds that he eventually
becomes an active person speaking Fitzgerald' ovm Judg
ments. Others who hold this are Snain, Seven Modern
American Novelists, p. 107; Piper, Critical Portrait.
ppTT^O, 147-146; William Troy, “Scott Fitzgerald— The
Authority of Failure," Accent,VI (Autumn, 194-5), 57;
and Thomas Hanzo, "The Theme and the Narrator of The
Great Gatsby." Modern Fiction Sttidies.II (Winter, 1956-1957),
1§7. A."contrary evaluation of Nick is proposed by R.W.
Stallman, "Gatsby and the Hole in Time," Modern Fiction
Studies. I (Nov., 1955), 7-8; and Lehan, Craft of Fiction,
pp. 1 2 2 , 173-175.
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of Nick, as well as that of Gatsby, Fitzgerald further
explored the world that educates and limits the
personage.
Nick end Gatsby, like Anthony Patch, moved in a
world they considered America's aristocracy.

But they

too found only ruthless plutocracy whose "foul dust"
blinded Gatsby (GG, p. 3).

This is where Gatsby is

more powerful than The Beautiful and Damned.

In Anthony,

Fitzgerald was always viewing society skeptically; but
in Gatsby, he is exploring a more cruel situation, for
in him a careless society killed one willing to accept
all its lies.

Gatsby's values are quite the same as

the unreal ones of the Buchanan's world and are inherent
in his dream; Gatsby's capacity for wonder is obviously
corrupted by the meager and vicious nature of American
37
culture whose scapegoat he became.
In the Buchanans,
Fitzgerald is again analyzing how money and freedom with
out responsibility and generosity become poisonous.

When

Gatsby first met Daisy he only saw the freshness and
security money could buy (GG, p. 177-178).

He wanted

^Fussell, "Fitzgerald's Brave New World," p. 2 9 5 ;
Lehan calls Gatsby "a grotesque extension, a cruel
distortion" of the Buchanan's world. Craft of Fiction.
P. 171.
------- '
-----
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them and built his dreams on the girl who represented
them.

When she and her world fail him, Fitzgerald as

an author has one of his greatest triumphs, for he
captures the enormous beauty wealth can create and
simultaneously exposes its corruptibility«'^

Henry

Dan Piper praises Gatsby for exposingi
the moral limitations of such established social
values as charm, popularity, and good taste;
and. . . reaffirming the moral values of the
individual imagination while at the same time
revealing its tragic limitations. 39
Not only does Gatsby1s fate reveal Fitzgerald’s opinion
about, the externals of American 11aristocracy" it also
shows his distrust of its very dynamics.

Thomas Bur-

nam has shown how Fitzgerald's disillusion results from
finding that his search among the rich for an ordered
An

world is futile.
Unlike many writers, Fitzgerald did not then find
value in some other social level.

Though a short novel,

^^Wanning, "Fitzgerald and His Bretheran," p. 60.
•^Critical Portrait, p. 300.
^°"The Eyes of Dr. Eckleburg: A Re~Exsmination of
The Great Gatsby." College English. XIV (October, 1952) 5
7-12.
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fiatsjby still reveals the author’s distaste for almost
all parts of society:

both the old and the new rich,

illustrated by the East and West Eggers, are hypo
critical and immoral; the middle class, illustrated
by Tom's mistress Myrtle, her husband, end friends,
is vulgar.

Wolfsheim's corrupting power can play with

the faith of the nation (GG, p. 74), and Gatsby's
connections with bootlegging end gangsters is so
pervading that he deals with one of Tom Buchanan's
high class friends (GG, p. 134).

The examples could

continue, but it is now obvious that Fitzgerald has
virtually rejected the entire Eastern world to which
.Amory, Gatsby, and Nick had come hoping to find a
milieu suitable to their dreams of achievement.

When

Nick returns to the cold winters of the YJest and to his
father's house he is renouncing such a gaudy, unreal
dream and,having learned how to be active, is prepared
to take up life on its own hard terms. Emphasising the
traditions and stability of his Midwest heritage suggests
that ambitious, imaginative action, while good and the
goal of the personage, must also be grounded in values
and purpose before they are safe tools (GG, pp. 1-3).
One can recall Monsignor's theories that great acts must
intend to give security to others and that "glittering
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possessions," must be founded in some purpose other
than personal vanity.

The personage by definition can»

not exist independently of others, but after Fitzgerald’s
third novel, it has become obvious that discriminating
taste is just as necessary in choosing companions as
it is in choosing works.

In Tender is the N ight one of

the characteristics of Dick Diver’s world will be
exclusiveness.
After the third novel, it has also become evident
that the activities of the personage must add two minor
but crucial qualities to the already established norms
of permanence, beatrty, and service.

First, one of

Gatsby's most memorable misconceptions was that the
quality of the past can be re-created:
He talked a lot about the past, and I gathered
that he wanted to recover something, some idea
of himself perhaps, that had gone into loving
Daisy. His life had been confused and disordered
since then, but if he could once return to a
certain starting place and go over it all slowly,
he could find out what that thing was. . .
(GG, p* 133).
This dedication channelled his energies to past things
not present ones and blurred his vision of the here and
now world where youth passes, love fades, and wounds heal.
Second, the personage must accept that he is not
really a "son of God" or a "Platonic conception" (GG,
^•1
p. 118). Therefore he must accept limit
In the

41

Fussell, "Fitzgerald's Brave New World," p. 291
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quality of his acts, the permanence of his creations,
the strength of his hardness, said value of his pos
sessions.

Otherwise, when imperfection inevitably

appears it will seem to desecrate the grail beyond
any power to inspire, and the uncompromising seeker
then has little alternative but cynicism or despair.
Gatsby’s death removed the choice from him.

That Nick

accepted limit is shown by his probable ability to
function while believing both that Gatsby represented
everything he scorned (GG, p. 2) and yet that he is the
great person, more valuable than all the rest.

He

could accept that the "future . . . recedes before us"
and yet believe that we must "beat on against the
current" (GG, p. 218).

Dick Diver, for all the grandeur

of his creations and the depression in his failures,
will be found able to accept as irredeemably past what
had long been contemporary and to accept partial victories
when he desired perfect ones.
After the third novel, women and love no longer
exist to the hero as symbols of escape from the Imperfect
and mundane to the perfect and beautiful. Amory, Anthony,
and Gatsby all succumbed to the temptation to make them so.
When Gatsby first kissed Daisy he knew "his mind would
never romp again like the mind of God" (GG, p. 134),
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but he forgot this in his single-minded purpose to
recover the past.

He came to believe that possessing

Daisy would mean possessing completely his share of
the heavens (GG-, p. 26).

Such is Impossible; women

and love, like all else, are subject to time and limit.
In Tender is the Night. Dick always accepts Nicole as
imperfect yet this does not expel love.
As the previous paragraphs suggest, in Fitzgerald’s
fourth novel he is ready to study the complete personage.
He not only now has a theory for evaluating the hero but
also the experience of contexts and actions for
actualizing him.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PERSONAGE SUCCEEDS
Tender Is the Night is Fitzgerald’s most ambitious
work, yet critics usually admit they cannot explain the
cause or mechanism of Dick Diver's decline. 1

One

explanation has always been that the critics fall
because the artist failed to create a coherent book for
them to analyze. 2

Fitzgerald's own comments, after the

novel received poor initial reviews, lends some support
to this theory.^

However Matthew Bruccoli's research

has lessened the importance of these comments and has
shown that there is too much careful artistry invested

^This tradition and even this metaphor began when
the book was published. See D.W. Harding, "Mechanisms of
Misery," Scrutiny. Ill (December, 1934), 316-319.
2

Piper'8 biography, Critical Portrait, especially
p. 209, discusses this.
-^Letter to Edmund Wilson, March 1 2 , 1934. Letters,
p. 346. Also, papers found after Fitzgerald died indicate
his dissatisfaction. See Mizener. Far Side of Paradise,
pp. 265-266; and Malcolm Cowley, "IntroductionT^to
Tender la the Night (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1951) pp. ix-xviii.
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in the book to dismiss it as toe fragile to bear
4
critical analysis.
Moreover, even those who have
disparaged the technique of the novel are still con
fident enough of its coherence to offer explanations
of the hero's character.
These explanations generally follow one or both
of the following patterns.

Dick Diver is;unconsciously

tho pawn of the careless American rich who use his
talents and energy and then abandon him.^

Or, he is

a man who weakly sacrifices his talent and skills to
his desire for luxury and love, hoping that his great
personal charm will sustain his place in the world.^*

^The Corn-position of Tender is the.Night (Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press, 190 3)'.
5Aldridge, "The Horror and Vision of Paradise,"
pp. 37; Bruccoli, Comnosltlon. p. 107; Fiedler, "Some Motes
on F. Scott Fitzgerald” p. 7 6 ; Fussell, "Fitzgerald's
Brave New Yforld," p. 50; Miller, Art,and Technique,
pp. 142-144; Mizener, Twelve Great American Novels (New
York: The New American Library,“ l9§?T7 PP* 110-115;
Fiper, Critical Portrait, p. 209.
^Aldridge, "The Horror and the Vision of Paradise,"
p. 39; Goldhurst, Contemporaries. pp. 136 -1 3 9 ; Lehan,
Craft, of.Fiction, pTp. 132-133; Miller. Art and Technioue.
p. 141; Harry T. Moor, "Preface," F. Scott Fitzgerald
end the Craft of Fiction by Lehan, pp. vi-vii; Piper,
Critical Portrait, pp. 211-223; and D.S. Savage, "The
Significance of F. Scott Fitzgerald," Enyov, V (June,
1951), pp. 152-153.
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Both trends concentrate on the Dick Diver of Books One

7

and Three' and catalogue what they admit are only the
symptoms of Dick’s decline.

When Dick fades from

history, they generally find as Fitzgerald's themes
the failure of time and society to fulfill the expectations
of an ambitious, charming young man.

The critics usually,

then, admit that they have failed to find a key for
coherently uniting all these factors in ouch a way as
to make the young Dick Diver of Book Tv/o consistent
with the older man who declines in Books One and Three.
The theory of personage and personality will be a key
to the enigma of Dick Diver.
Essentially the personage's work is a giving of
himself.

Monsignor Darcy had warned that this could

eventually sap the vitality which originally sustained
his interest in the work and had made sacrifice exciting
(TSP, pp. 16, 236, 266-267).

Thus, as Amory Blaine

discovered, the personage must be psychologically hard
in order to still continue functioning.

Then he can

always do whatever is needed at whatever time it is needed,7

7

'I am accepting the arguments of Bruccoll, Composition,
and Mizener, Twelve Great American Novels, that tha~book
version of 1933~*should be standard rather than ' the socalled "final version" created out of Fitzgerald's notes
and first published by Scribner’s in 1951. In this version
the story is told chronologically rather than with the
original long flashback in Book Two. All citations in this
thesis will be to the organization established in 1934
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons), and will be referred
to in parentheses as TN.
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even to the extent of sacrificing his personal happiness
and vitality.

The goal is to give of oneself to give

security to another, not to miserly store one's assets
as though in a bank, to be used only occasionally and
only for oneself.

In Anson Hunter and Maury Noble,

Fitzgerald had explored end condemned such selfishness.
A theory so consistently developing in Fitzgerald's
works will continue in the fourth novel.

When it is

shown that Fitzgerald is still developing his hero along
the standards for a personage, it will also be possible
to explain Dick Diver's so-called failure in the terms
of that theory.
Dick knows he has the charm, imagination, and
generosity to understand and help persons be their best
possible selves.

This is the same glamorous but dangerous

and fleeting quality attributed to the personalities
(Humblrd, Clara) in This Side of Paradise.

But Dick is

also seriously ambitious to create more lasting good.
After hard work and some suffering he becomes an inter
nationally respected psychiatrist.

He seems, then, to

have achieved the personage's lasting and worthy work,
a work that above all others in the modern world, proposes
to give health and security to people.
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When Fitzgerald recounts Dick's success he also
establishes in him the critical faculty necessary to
live tastefully and the insight to foresee the dangers
of luxury and fame to a serious man (TN, pp. 132-133).
Dick wants life to have more than staid domesticity and
achievement to do more than follow the paths of past
heroes (TN, pp. 132-133).

He finds the challenge and

beauty in loving Nicole Warren.

Like all Fitzgerald's

heroines, she is beautiful and unorthodox; she presents
the unusual challenge of being a mental patient whom
Dr. Diver has helped.
her.

Dick knows the risks in marrying

She is always liable to return to insanity.
This is the ideal challenge, for in loving and

marrying Nicole he would satisfy his own imagination and
feelings and also would purposefully use his skills and
talents,to create the secure world needed by another.®
Dick's known strengths and his knowledge that there is
no glory in a life that risk3 no scars (TN, pp. 116-117,
l6o)

make the risk to his own balance and powers worth

while.

Whether Dick married Nicole for her money has been
discussed many times. The text itself show that part of
Dick's courage and love was in marrying Nicole in spite
of her money and family (TN, pp. 135, 157-159).
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Dick, then, has that combination of experience,
inspiration, taste, and dynamism always somehow lacking
in the lives of other incipient personages„
does succeed.

And he

For approximately six years, Dick

created a nearly perfect world for himself, Nicole,
their children, and friends.

It has the morality, order,

and discerning taste (TN, pp. 5-11, 17-21, 16 9 ) that
Anthony Patch and Nick Carraway missed, as well as the
glamour and freedom that Gatsby wanted.

Every character

acknowledges that this is Dick's creation, that happiness
and peace and, particularly Nicole's sanity, depend upon
him.

Fitzgerald seems to have finally met, In actual

achievements, his own standards for a personage.

Dick

had ordered the universe for Nicole every time she began
to slip back into Insanity.

His hard strength and Insight

were her security (TN, pp. 130, 161-162, 168, 190-192) and
the foundation for educating their children (TN, pp. 181,
257).
Yet in Book Two, the flashback that recounts how
Dick came to become a personage, there are signs that the
perfection of his success cannot continue:

the narrator

comments that Dick as a busy student never heeded the
irony in Christ's career; Dick himself Is haunted by the
man who devoted his life to a small work only to find

8A
that another had stolen his feme (TN, pp. 117-118).
Probably the crucial omen is:
Dick got up to Zurich on less Achilles' heels
than would be required to equip a centipede,
but with plenty— the illusion of eternal
strength and health, and the essential goodness
of people; illusions of a nation, the lies of
generations of frontier mothers who had to
croon falsely that there were no wolves outside
the cabin door (TN, p. 117).
Even in Dick's paradise, some factors will remain beyond
his control— the morality of other people and the
duration of physical and mental vitality.
Even as Dick is creating and sustaining

an order

that supports Nicole's sanity and makes others feel
themselves at their be3t, these others attack his world.
Among Diver's close friends, Abe North sinks, with sar
castic wit, into alcoholism; Tommy Barban's chaotic spirit
rebels at all order; Rosemary amorally determines to
seduce Dick.

On the fringe of Dick's world is a menagerie

of second-rate and corrupt people, clamoring to take
share of his charm.

a

The beach and party scenes in Book

One are famous for Juxtaposing their turbulent tawdriness
and immorality against Dick's charming generosity and
careful order.

A duel, a murder, and references to the

moral and social instability following World YJar One
reinforce the sense that the dams Dick has erected against
the flood of the world cannot hold forever.

There is the
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feeling that the hard malice and careless freedom of
the rich will break Dick as it did Gatsby.
explains how Dick’s vitality declined.

This

Even he had not

foreseen the cost in health and strength of creating,
amid modern society, an oasis of ordered purpose.
Eventually Dick faces his own new melancholy and
slackening charm:

"I gues I’m the Black Death, . . .

I don't seem to bring people happiness anymore" (TN, p e
219).

This change is really the crucial test for using

the theory of personage, for Dick's personal decline is
a major problem in Fitzgerald criticism.

The external

\

symptoms of the change are his affair with Rosemary, his
excessive drinking, and his failure to function in
situations which he formerly dominated (TN, pp. 85, 225«
226, 261-265, 267-275).

For a long while, the change

remained unnoticed; Dick could, like a personality,
temporarily rely on his charm end grave manners to carry
him through.

"The manner remains Intact some time after

the morale cracks" (TN, p. 285)»

But eventually the •"

physical strength tailed and, Just as Monsignor's theory
had predicted, Dick began losing friends and status.
The greatest evidence that he is failing is in Nicole's
preferring Tommy Barban over them.
One could say that Dick let the qualities of a
personality outbalance those of a personage and then
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suffered, the Inevitable consequences of relying on being
loved and charming rather than on being needed.

However,

this only superimposes a particular vocabulary onto the
traditional and partial theory that Dick was a weak man
who sold his talents for a few years of luxury.
Retracing the course of Dick's decline, one finds
that to himself the change underneath the symptoms is
melancholy and loss of personal enthusiasm for his work
(TN, p. 27).

Fitzgerald in a letter about the novel

called Dick an "homme epulse"^

(exhausted man).

In

restoring Nicole to sanity and in protecting her from
the chaotic society, Dick has exhausted the vitality or
enthusiasm which created and sustained the work.

When

this had been vised, Dick lost the strength that had made
channelling his imagination, charm, and appetites easy.
As Andrew Wanning has accurately, but very tentatively,
suggested, "he has cured Nicole by an almost physical
transference of his own balance and will," Dick suffers
from "the exhaustion of achievement. " 10

With more

assurance, Mizener calls this state Dick's "emotional
bankruptcy."

His explanation really leads no further

than others, for It too describes symptoms and admires

^Letter to Edmund Wilson, ¡March 12, 1934)» Letters.

p . 346.
10"Fltzgerald and His Bretheran," p. 6l.

8?

the generous spirit, but does not trace the course of
the bankruptcy.
"Exhaustion of achievement" or "emotional bankruptcy"
answers the questions of why Dick quit

functioning

gracefully in society with the answer that Dick grew
tired after years of functioning in society.

This merely

describes the normal interior result of the passing,
with time, of prodigal youth.

If one has accepted the

presence in Fitzgerald's novels of the theory of per
sonage he will ask more questions:

Is the exhaustion

or melancholy consistent with events in previous stories
of personages? if so, how is it consistent with the
characteristics of "supercilious" {or generous)sacrifice
and "cold mentality"? to what extent was Dick ultimately
able to create a lasting valuable work?
A similar melancholy and "desire to let himself go
to the devil" occurred in Amory after his crucial sacrifice
(TSP, pp. 280-285).

Anthony's whole life was like this

once he quit trying to be a personage.

And Nick says

that after the shock of discovering the cost of living

^aikSlde of Paradise, pp. 74, 271-275. Mizener
shows the theory in This Side of Paradise and in "The
Crack-Up," as well as in two short stories written for
The,Saturday Evening Post. "Emotional Bankruptcy,"
August 15, 1951, a n d n More than Just a House," June 24,
1933. He also relates this theory to the accidie and
melancholia found in sensitive men of the Middle Ages
and Renaissance, Twelve Great American Novels, p. 113.
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with a dream he temporarily lost all interest in
people (GG, p. 2), he did not recover to write Gatsby's
story until more than a year after the events.

Thus

Dick's is not the only case* in the stories of personages,
of waning spirits.

His is, however, the only one in

which the personage has already developed and in which
a good portion of the novel then traces the decline after
development.
The real proof of having become a personage, is
some act to help another, even while realizing that
this permanently sacrified something of the hero's
status and strength.
reputation.

Amory saved Alec and lost his

Nick allied himself with Gatsby against

Jordan and the powerful Buchanans.

Dick is going to

arrange that Nicole's recovery is so complete that she
is free of any reliance on him.
Nicole's small defiances of Dick and her affair
with Tommy Barban show that she is ready to adventure
out of Dick's world.

If Dick allows this, he loses the

status of husband,’ but as a psychiatrist, whose duty is
ito help Nicole return to her true self, and as a lover,
whose purpose is to help the beloved, Dick sees this
as good for Nicole.

She must learn to function Independently

in the world as it exists, though this is not the one
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his old-fashioned morality would like to impose.

A

series of events in Book Three tells this part of the
story; but, through them all, Nicole realized “Dick
had anticipated everything" (TN, p. 311).

Rather than

a fault in Dick, his sense that he was dealing with a
professional case indicates that he could exert the
personage’s cold mentality to find and do the difficult
next thing, free the now strong Nicole.

This required

more hardness than the other possible course of keeping
her entangled in his own character that was chafing
in a vorld ho no longer liked or had the vitality to
change.
The temptation had been a real one to Dick.

When

he no longer had the vitality to easily create things,
there was the temptation to smash them (TN, p. 267).
When he and Nicole discovered he was not a god-like
"inexhaustible energy, Incapable of fatigue" (TN, p. 301).
He came to want to take "nourishment" from other people
(TN, p. 210) . 12

When the work no longer came easily and no

longer satisfied him, Dick was tempted, as Amory had
been, to break all his creations after a few of them

12

Amory foresaw this temptation: "A ‘good man
going wrong’ attracts people. They stand around and
literally warm themselves at the calories of virtue
he gives off7n Later that person wants to "warm (himself?
at other people’s virtue." (TSP, p . 277).
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fell and thus take Nicole to ruin with him (TSP, pp.
113-114-; TN, p t 273).

Thus the significance of Dick's

"lesion in enthusiasm" (TN, p. 208) is not in the fact
of its occurring or in its symptoms, both of which are
quite human and normal, but in the temptations Fitz
gerald saw it posing to the personage who sees that
he has sacrified much youth and strength for something
that is smaller than he had anticipated*
Here is where the crucial hardness and "cold mental
ity"

must sustain the already generous and Imaginative

sacrifice.

In childhood Dick had been able to initiate

events and then watch them with "philosophical detach
ment " (TN, p, 139).

In the pain of suffering the

effects of his declining spirit, he momentarily failed
to do this.

But after contemplating the violence and

corruption that attend self-indulgence (TN, pp, 219-235),
he \inlike Abe North, returns to his former purposes.
Dick makes two crucial statements.

When asked what

he was getting from all the sacrifice, he says "knowing
Nicole is stronger everyday" (TN, p. 267).

Then he tells

Nicole, "I can't do anything for you any more.
to save myself"(TN, p. 301).

I'm trying

Saving himself meant for

the personage saving the creation which had defined his
place in the world— that is, Nicole.

Thus, the cold
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mentality to seo what needed to be clone, with the
emotional hardness to do. it, lets Dick loosen the ties
between himself and his wife:

"The case was finished,

Doctor Diver was at liberty" (TN, p. 302).
Fitzgerald once said, "Vitality shows not only
in the ability to persist but the ability to start over."-^
After curing Nicole, Dick does not persist in control
ling her, but starts over at a new work--consclously
breaking his control.

Dick, then, despite the supposed

bankruptcy of his enthusiasm continued to function within
the terms of the personage.

For he had never so commit

ted himself to the pleasure of being the naturally
charming, admired leader of an exclusive society that
he was incapable of functioning independently of it.
After coldly considering the exigencies of the existing
society (as a personage must if he is to effectively
place his creation into it), Dick knew that it was best
for Nicole that they separate.

Once again, the qualities

of personage have enabled the Fitzgerald hero to make
the generous sacriflce.-1-^

13Crack-Un. p. 127.
livThat Dick's sacrifice is also "supercilious" is
plainly shown in the last beach scene where he scorns
the pity and association of his former friends, while
the "old interior laughter" urges him to ironically
bless the now hollow drifting world he had once sancti
fied with his charm and purpose (TN, pp. 313-314).
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The final question, about the lasting worth of
Dick's life and works, must again return to the fact
of his decreased vitality.

As explained earlier, Dick

had not foreseen the amount of energy his project
would require in relation to the magnitude of what
would survive. For a while, he rebelled at the cost
and the smallness, but the fact that he finally rejects
Rosemary (TN, pp. 298-299), that in the last scene he
can control his weakness,-^ and that even in the end
his generosity continued to exert itself to help others
(TN, pp. 302-306) shows that the exhaustion is not
total.

And these facts only support the more important

one, discussed above, that Dick had been able to save
Nicole from being pulled down to his tired state and
ironic laughter (TN, p. 311).^

He is no longer the

15

Bruccoii has found that Fitzgerald specifically
rejected the possibility of Dick being very drunk and
rowdy as he leaves the Riviera. Also, Fitzgerald
edited out any suggestion of self-pity in Dick.
Composition, pp. 139-140.
I6jn "Basil and Cleopatra," the young hero learned
early that it is sometimes necessary to break with the
woman who had previously inspired him. Afternoon of
an Author, ed. Arthur Mizener (New York: Charles
Scribnerrs Sons, 1957), pp. 59-60.
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strong man with the illusion of eternal strength,
he no longer has the resilience of youth, he no longer
has the ambition to be the greatest psychiatrist; but
he, unlike Anthony Patch, walks off the scene without
aid and with the "possession" of worthwhile achieve
ments.

Later he continued to function, though in a

very limited way, as a doctor and to live with some
dignity and morality (TN, pp. 314-315)
Dick has come to grips with the same reality which
Gatsby would not accept— limit.

Strength and youth are

exhaustible, the one for whom much is generously sacri
ficed is not perfect.

Unlike Gatsby, Dick accepted this

when he could still complete, with new insight, his
work.

Then he, again unlike Gatsby, accepted that time

also limits.

17

The completed work never remains an

Fitzgerald's "Crack-Up" essays traced the same
decline and limited recovery: life is a breaking down
and realizing you will never be as good a man again;
before the break-up, life is something to dominate with
intelligence and effort; after the break, one is like an
old cracked plate— not as good as before but still useful
for everyday service; from some jolts a man does not
recover but becomes a different person who finds new
things to care about; one gives up the dream of being an
entire man, "the natural state of the sentient adult is
a qualified unhappiness." Crack-Up. pp. 6 9 , 73, 7 6 , 84.
See "Author's House," and "Afternoon of an Author" for
descriptions of a man functioning after the crack-up.
Afternoon of an Author, pp. 177-182, 183-189.
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extension of the personage, but, as time passes, comes
to develop on its own.

In bringing Nicole back to

stable sanity, even though her character is not totally
"1ft
good,
Dick did something needed and valuable and at
the sacrifice of his own strength.

In releasing her

and the children 7 he let them outlast his declining
vitality.

Dick created a limited good, then accepted

the necessity that he could not hold it as his own.
In this way, he met the final criterion for personage—
the creation of some valuable work that will exist
after the personage has lost his own status and initial
vitality.

The strong, free Nicole recalls:

2Q

In "Absolution," Fitzgerald says that even "in the
houses of delinquency among the dull and hard-eyed in
corrigible girls can be found those for whom has burned
the whitest fire." All the Sad Young M en (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1926), pp.“115-116.
19
Dick's care to raise his children well but to never
make them mere imitations of himself is another illustration
of his being a personage— children like a wife, are worthy
of valuable effort and they, even more than a wife, can
outlast the personage (TN, pp. 181, 189, 192, 311). Dick
himself is very conscious that he carries on the morality
of his own father (TN, pp. 164, 203-205). Some short
stories also have this theme: "Shadow Laurels" and
Sentiment— and the Use of Rouge," In Apprentice Fiction,
p p . 54-, 69-7 1 ; "Head and Shoulders," Flappers, pp. 89-9 4 ;
'The Baby Party," Sad Young Men: and TiBabyTon Revisited,"
^g--Pg— 4t_Reye 1IIe (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935),
p p . 321-341.
*
*
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Dick was a good husband to me for six years....
All that time I never suffered a minute’s pain
because of him and he always did his best never
to let anything hurt me (TN, p. 312).
Nicole, in herself, can preserve Dick's work.
Dick learned the irony of Christ’s career.

The

great man is superior to those he helps^but his great
ness lies in sacrificing himself for their sake, limited
20
though they may be.
Whereas previous criticism could only state the
fact that Dick Diver changed and then describe the change,
the theory of personage has made it possible to Judge
how completely this change might refute the value of
Dick's achievements and the stature of Dick himself.
Through the earlier novels, it had been shown that the
cost and the usefulness of his acts determined Fitz
gerald's evaluation of a man and his career Just as much
as the beauty of the career.

Because the change in Dick

is the price he paid for helping another, Fitzgerald's
novel honors, even while it pities him. In Dick Diver,

20

The novel itself pushes the similarity to Christ
(TN, pp. 3, 38, 118, 195, 221, 229, 304, 314). This and
especially the sense that the last beach scene portrays
Dick as ascending above the world, further suggest that
Dick is not totally bankrupt. He, like Christ, could
return. One must also recall that he is prominently
alluded to as "Grant at Galena," biding his time until he
can again serve the needs of the country (TN, pp. 118, 315).
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Fitzgerald finally found a worthwhile way for an ima
ginative man to live in the world.

Thus, the theory

also provides a way for understanding how Fitzgerald’s
hero functioned in society.

Despite the mature Dick’s

knowledge that much of society is corrupt or, at least,
of small value, he continues, though with less ease
and good will, to serve people.

This is reasonable,

when one understands that the personage believes that
his salvation only comes by his being of lasting help
to other members of society, hopefully the moral and
cultured few.

The personage— as Gatsby and the young

Amory illustrate— initially accepts society on its own
terms.

Later Dick, the mature personage, learns that

money, status, power, and women are overrated and only
fleetlngly available.

But he still accepts them as the

tools available for him to create his place and his
character.
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CONCLUSION
When William Dean Howells and Henry James were
first battling for realistic presentation of evil and
imperfection in American novels, almost anything pessi
mistic and radical would shock genteel society.

Today,

one is made to feel he should make excuses for any modern
writer who is conservative and optimistic.

It seems,

somehow, that in the age of the social drop-out and
the protest marcher, the critic must justify the "realism"
of traditional morality and social conformity.
Fitzgerald's theory of personage upholds both of
these things.

The personage, despite his discovery that

society has become chaotic and people are careless,
neither attacks the underlying social order nor withdraws
from it.

At the end of a novel, he may be walking away

from one segment of society, but he always walks into
another.

More importantly, he finds that he can define

himself by socially valuable actions; yet he is neither
a hypocrite nor a coward.
The personage, just as much as the alienated man,
is "concerned in the eternal attempt to attach positive
values to life" (TSP, pp. 284-285).

He succeeds, despite

the loss of physical vitality and idealistic hope for
perfection.

Fitzgerald, who was well aware of pessimistic
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and radical escapes, found positive value in the
generous spirit that served others in the world yet
had the Integrity to remain only partially of it.
This thesis has shown that Fitzgerald had an explicit
theory for analyzing his heroes.

With it, though, he

hit upon something that other novelists are finding
useful.

Inherent in the stories of such authors as

J.F. Powers, Harper Lee, Marquand, Auchincloss, Cozzens,
Cheevor, Updike, and Salinger one discovers heroes
created and judged by the standards Fitzgerald developed
for the personage.
For example, Holden Caulfield's war with the estab
lishment exists because he wants to be the "catcher
in the rye" who generously helps others yet avoids being
part of their phony society.

Basically Salinger’s young

hero is searching for the same home in the world as is
Amory Blaine who desires to give others security.

In

The Centaur, Updike's George Caldwell fights the same
disillusion about sacrificing himself in a world meagrely
endowed with inspiring people and causes as did Anthony
Patch and Dick Diver.

Monsignor Darcy's theory about

the personality easily provides a vocabulary for analyzing
the failure of J.F. Powers' worldly-wise hero of Morte
D'llrban.

The honor Cheever gives the limited success
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of the Wap3hots recalls Fitzgerald's final evaluation
of Dick Diver.
The modern author no longer need worry that exposing
the evil and tawdry in the world will earn him the
reproach of the critical establishment.

But, at the same

time, mere realism about failures earns him no laurels.
The difficult task is to seek out a way for men to exist
with more than quiet desperation.

Some novelists insist

the traditional tenets of Yfestern society may break
through the veneer of false values and support the
honorable, imaginative man in his search for valuable
work in and for the world.

To the mature personage, the

tradition promises no utopia, only guides and tool, such
as law, education, or merely generous manners, for
breaking down some of human Isolation and injustice
with his unselfish service.
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